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EIGHTIETH ANNUAL 
COMMENCEMENT 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY 
LOGAN, UTAH 
FRIDAY. JUNE EIGHTH SATURDAY , JUNE NINTH 
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-THREE 
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COMMENCEMENT ACTIVITIES 
FRIDAY, JUNE EIGHTH 
ROTC Commissioning Ceremonies 
10 a.m., Chase Fine Arts Center Theatre 
Recognition Awards 
Honoring wives of graduating students 
1:45 p.m., Main Auditorium 
Reception 
For alumni, graduating students, their families and friends 
3 p.m., University Center 
Academic Procession 
7:30 p.m., Old Main to Spectrum 
Baccalaureate Service 
8 p.m., Spectrum 
SATURDAY, JUNE NINTH 
Academic Procession 
8:30 a.m., Old Main to Spectrum 
Commencement Program 
9 a.m., Spectrum 
College Graduation Ceremonies, 11 a.m. 
College of Agriculture, University Center Auditorium 
College of Business, Main Auditorium 
College of Education, Chase Fine Arts Center Concert Hall 
College of Engineering, Chase Fine Arts Center Theatre 
College of Family Life, Logan Institute 
College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences, Spectrum 
College of Natural Resources, Natural Resources-Zoology 
Auditorium 
College of Science, University Center Ballroom. 
Graduation Picnic Luncheon 
12:30 p.m., Quad 
Thi,s book/,et contains the only compl,ete li,sting of cand:idates for graduation . 
P/,ease bring it with you when you attend the col/,ege graduation ceremoni,es. 
CREDITS Photograph page 1 by H. Reuben Reynolds 
Photograph page 56 by Arlen L. Ted Hansen 
BACCALAUREATE 
Friday Evening, June 8, 1973 
8:00 p.m. 
PRESIDENT GLEN L. TAGGART, Conducting 
PROCESSIONAL 
INVOCATION 
March Heroique . . . . . . . . Charles Saint-Saens 
University Symphony Orchestra 
Ralph Matesky, Conductor 
Reverend Richard Lawson, Pastor 
Presbyterian Community Church 
Brigham City, Utah 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
WELCOME 
SERMON 
Hallelujah from "Mount of Olives" . Ludwig Van Beethoven 
University Choir, Chorale, and Symphony Orchestra 
Ralph Matesky, Conductor 
Glen L. Taggart 
President, Utah State University 
Elder Boyd K. Packer 
Member, Council of the Twelve 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
Symphony No. 6 in b minor, Op. 74 (Pathetique) 
BENEDICTION 
. . . . . . . . . . Peter Tschaikovsky 
Allegro molto vivace 
University Symphony Orchestra 
Ralph Matesky, Conductor 
Wade Herm Olsen 
President, Associated Students, 1972-1973 
Recipient, Bill Robins Memorial Award 
RECESSIONAL 
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GRADUATION 
Saturday Morning, June 9, 1973 
9:00a.m. 
PRESIDENT GLEN L. TAGGART, Conducting 
PROCESSIONAL 
INVOCATION 
Grand March . . . . . . . . . . . Percy Fletcher 
University Symphonic Band 
Dean Madsen, Conductor 
Craig Jessop 
Recipient, University Citizenship Award 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
0 How Ami,abl.e . . . . . Ralph Vaughan Williams 
University Choir, Chorale, and Symphonic Band 
William Ramsey, Conductor 
ADDRESS TO GRADUATES 
Henry Eyring 
Distinguished Professor of Chemistry and Metallurgy 
University of Utah 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
Berceuse and Final.e from "The Fire bird" . Igor Stravinsky 
University Symphonic Band 
Dean Madsen, Conductor 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
Glen L. Taggart 
President, Utah State University 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
Alma Mater Hymn . . . . . Theodore M. Burton 
Dean Madsen, Conductor 
BENEDICTION 
Debra Manning Robinson 
Recipient, University Citizenship Award 
RECESSIONAL 
RegalProcession . . . . . . . . . Clifton Williams 
University Symphonic Band 
Dean Madsen, Conductor 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
President, State Board of Higher Education, 
and University Institutional Council 
Official Guests 
Honorary Degree Recipients 
University Administrative Officers 
Faculties of the Various Colleges 
Candidates for Graduate Degrees 
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees 
DRESS 
T he wearing of ac a demic costume by faculty 
and stud ent particip an ts at the time of Commence -
men t Exe rcise s has become traditional among 
universities . The color and pageantry of these 
occas ions are designed to indicate the degree 
of academic achie vement of those who actively 
participate in such exercises. In order for the 
audie nce to better appreciate and understand the 
signi ficanc e atta ched to these ceremoni al aspects 
of the program , the following information is pre -
sented. 
The sign ificance of the costume is determined 
principally by the cut of the gown, the size and 
shape of the hood, and the color of the tassels on 
the cap . The BACHELOR'S gown is character-
ized by the long pointed sleeves. The gown worn 
by a MASTER has closed sleeves with the arc 
AGRICULTURE 
BUSINESS 
EDUCATION 
ENGINEERING 
FAMILY LIFE . 
of a circle near the bottom . The arm extends 
through the slit , giving the appearance of short 
sleeves. The hood consists of material similar 
to th e gown and lined with the official academic 
color of the institut ion conferring the degree. If 
the institution has more than one color , the chev -
ron is used to display the second color . The 
DOCTOR'S gown has full , round and open 
sleeves with three bars of velvet on each sleeve. 
The velvet facing of the bars may be black or 
the color indicative of the degree. The hood con-
sists of a larger and longer assemblage of institu -
tional color draped over the recipient's shoulders 
and falling well down the back . 
The colors worn on the tassels signify the 
various colleges of the University from which a 
candidate is being graduated. 
HUMANITIES, ARTS, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
Maise 
Drab 
. Light Blue 
. Orange 
Maroon 
White 
. Russet 
Gold-Yellow 
. Gold 
SCIENCE 
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES (EdD, PhD) 
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VALEDICTORIANS 
A Valedictorian has been selected by each college of the University . Addresses will be delivered 
at the College Graduation Cermonies. Valedictorians are as indicated: 
College of Agriculture 
College of Business . 
College of Education 
College of Engineering 
College of Family Life 
College of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences 
College of Natural Resources 
College of Science 
HONOR GRADUATES 
Lee LaMar Monroe 
. Danny Conlin 
Patricia Ann Esch 
Robert Arthur Pate 
Julie Brewer Hansen, Nancy Lee Larson 
Rebecca Lyn B. McMaster 
James Richard Foote 
Kim Niles Andriano 
The quality of performance in academic work enables the following to be graduated with 
distinction. Those who have met residence requirements and have maintained a grade point average 
of 3.80 to 4.00 are graduated Magna Cum Laude; those whose average is 3.50 to 3.79, Cum Laude. 
Darwin Grant Alder 
Thomas Alifakiotis 
Vicki Lee Allan 
Douglas D. Anderson 
Russell 0. Anderson 
Kim Niles Andriano 
Randy Lane Bell 
Jody K. Burnett 
Patricia Burt 
Kit Boey Chow 
Randy B. Christensen 
Vivian Spackman Christensen 
Frank W. Clawson 
Danny Conlin 
John Malcolm Conrad 
Gwendoline Cox 
Cliff Bybee Davis 
Nancy Carol Adair 
Malba Hoko Akagi 
Stephen John Allan 
Helen Allen 
Denna Lee Anderson 
Julianne Howell Anderson 
Charles M. Andrus 
Ronald J. Ardissono 
Bobette E. Badertscher 
Ralph K. Bair 
Marilyn Douglass Barbo 
Bruce Oliver Barker 
Robert J . Bartlett 
Linda Suzanne Brewer Barton 
Michael Hazen Bate 
Paul Kent Baxter 
Garth Rand Beacham 
Albert Irving Beazer 
Dana Conan Beck 
Thomas D. I. Beck 
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MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Julie Vale Downs 
Patricia Ann Esch 
Jeanette Fukui 
Allison Anne Gates 
Dale William Greenwood 
Mary Ann Hall 
Bruce Lynn Hansen 
Julie Brewer Hansen 
Patrick Allen Hascall 
Harold Brent Hill 
Sharon Hirschi 
Robert Wayne Hoopes 
Craig Leroy Hurst 
Brent T. Johnson 
Con Kio Kimura 
Dean Thomas Larson 
Nancy Lee Larson 
Stanford Dean Larson 
Linda Louise Lee 
Marilyn Kaye Riley Liddle 
Phyllis Moncur Linford 
Madolyn Marshall 
G. Jay Mauchley 
Rebecca Lyn McMaster 
Colette Stott Mitchell 
Lee LaMar Monroe 
Richard Moss 
Jerry Lee Mumm 
Wayne D. Murri 
Fahd Salih Natur 
Mack Wade Olsen 
Robert Arthur Pate 
Lizette Peterson 
June A. Poppleton 
CUM LAUDE 
Herbert Paul Benner 
James Chip Brimhall 
Karen Eva Brown 
Crystal A. Butterfield 
Emily Call 
Stanford Larsen Call 
Susan Kay Campbell 
Richard Lew Capener 
Carolyn Jean Carlisle 
Bradley Dee Carlson 
Richard S. Chambers 
Kevin Charlton 
Ted L. Christensen 
Katherine Mather Christiansen 
Karen Lee Clark 
Gary H. Cook 
Sandra Pingree Cooke 
Suzanne P. Cooley 
Marsha Joan Crandall 
Janet Kay Craner 
Michael Leone Cummings 
Gregory Lawrence Cuskelly 
Ginger Lee Dallas 
Brent W. Davis 
Clair Swainston Davis 
Barbara Jean Barker Dawson 
James Leavell Edwards 
Judith S. Eisen 
Helen Elggren 
John B. Evans 
Mary L. Evans 
Barbara F. Eza 
Hillary Ann Fallis 
Jeanie Lee Farner 
Jennie Leora Fishburn 
James Richard Foote 
Jay William Franson 
Paula Jean Smith Frost 
Curtis J. Gravis 
Kayla Margaret M. Hanna 
Marla Gay Poulsen 
Jay Bryan Reynolds 
Glenn Hatch Robinson 
Ronda Rudd 
Cheryl Anne Russell 
Sara Sailor 
Barbara Simpson 
Mark Lee Stone 
Beverly Thompson 
Willa K. Traughber 
Pamela Kay Christenson Urry 
Jay W. VanOrden 
Gordon Kent Webb 
Jolene Wells 
Lee Ann Hansen 
Donna Marie Harland 
Rebecca Lane Haslam 
Rex C. Heaps 
Lynda Dickinson Henrie 
Jane L. Higginbotham 
Jeffrey D. Higginbotham 
Fred Ernest Hill 
Rosemary Hogan 
Richard Neil Hutchinson 
Nancy Innes 
Dana Leonard Jeffs 
Sue Jensen 
Craig Don Jessop 
Brian Leigh Johnson 
Kathleen Johnson 
Vaughn Wayne Johnson 
Hal Cullens Johnston 
Dana Pallette Jones 
Evan York Jones 
HONORS GRADUATES (Continued) 
Peggy Jones 
Martin Charles Judd 
John Eldon Kemp 
Shauna M. Killpack 
Sidney Stewart Lanham 
Marianna Payne Larsen 
Arlene Griffin Larson 
Gary L. Lechtenberg 
Kathryn Lenhart 
Vurvian P. Linford 
John Dale Lloyd 
Kris Lounsbury 
Brian L. Lundberg 
Kim A. Marshall 
Neal George Mead 
Joseph C. Mearian 
Carolyn Smith Melcher 
Terry Lester Miller 
Phyllis Rae Mintun 
Steven Reid Misener 
Rosa S. Moosman 
Kevin Earl Murphy 
David Ceicle Neal 
Mary Lynn Nelson 
Douglas B. Nielsen 
Henson Walker Nielsen 
Lora H. Nielson 
Lynette T. Nielson 
Susan K. Ollett 
Marcia Anne Parker 
Elaine M. Pate 
Frank E. Peterson 
Sharla Dawn Quayle 
LaJean Leavitt Rasmussen 
RaNae Remund 
Alison Rich 
Pamela Anne Riemer 
Cynthia Ronk 
Eric L. Rowe 
Margaret R. Scheer 
James R. Schiller 
Deborah C. Schoonmaker 
Jeanne Ward Schulthess 
Vincent Stanley Scown 
Jean Spackman 
Polly A. Sporre 
Judy Sims Starkey 
Calvin Duane Starman 
Suzanne Strong 
Mark Willard Stucki 
Larry Kent Sutherland 
UNIVERSITY CITIZENSHIP AWARDS 
Brian Lee Tarbet 
Kaye Lynn Terry 
Peter David C. Thomas 
Lawrence R. Thorne 
Patsy Ann Thurgood 
Teresa Anne Urbanik 
Diane Renee Vail 
Eve Mary Verde 
James 0. Vilos 
Judy Herman Weaver 
Wieslaw A. Wisniewski 
Susan Mary Wittorf 
Jeanette Marie Wybow 
Carolyn Cooley Yewdall 
Kathleen M. Zimmerman 
Presented annually to the senior man and woman graduates who best portray high traits of cha racter, 
scholarship , and citizenship . 
Craig Jessop Debra Jo Manning Robinson 
CERTIFICATES IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
Daniel Joseph Baldwin 
Vernal R. Bitton 
Gary LaMar Fullmer 
Hen Chong Jong 
Tongkun Kim 
Ting Chih Lang 
Alan Joel Lyon 
Robert F. Parenti 
Suvimol Trisuwan 
HONORS PROGRAM GRADUATES 
Larry Thorne 
Thesis title: 
"Oxidation of Thin Silver Films by O and 03" 
Patricia Watkins 
Thesis title: 
"Historical Aspects of Some Attempts to Meet Men-
tal Health Needs in Cache Valley" 
David Griffith 
Thesis title: 
"Utopia" 
James L. Edwards 
Thesis title: 
"Directing Of Mice and Men" 
Lief Carlsen 
Thesis title: 
"Transfer of FR Response Rate Bias to FI Trained 
Guinea Pigs By Injection of Brain Homogenate" 
Judith Eisen 
Thesis title: 
"The Effect of the Herbicide Glyphosate on the 
Growth of Sel£nastrum capricornutum" 
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HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS 
WILLAM F. CHRISTENSEN* 
Willam F. Christensen, your creative life 
reveals that admirable western pioneering spirit 
still lives and can greatly enrich the quality of 
many human lives. Born in northern Utah of a 
musical family, your talents and interests in the 
arts led you to enthusiastically devote your life to 
bring ballet, the queen of the arts, to western 
America. The world's great heritage of classical 
ballets - Swan Lake, Giselle, Copelia, The 
Nutcracker - and exciting comtemporary ballets 
are now readily available to the appreciative 
audiences you have developed. You sought out 
the greatest living teachers of our time, rapidly 
learning by performing under their artistic 
direction. You led the way as Ballet Master and 
first dancer for the San Francisco Opera Ballet 
and founder of the San Francisco Ballet, con-
tinued by your brothers. 
Your return to Utah promised even more far-
reaching beginnings. You pioneered the first 
ballet company and school in residence at any 
American university when you began as manager, 
artistic director, choreographer, and teacher at 
the University of Utah. Other university ballet 
companies are already following this successful 
example. 
The demanding art of ballet is never self-
supporting. Your strength of character, patience, 
and ability to work well with others has suc-
cessfully overcome indifference, apathy, and even 
some hostility to your creative efforts. For the 
Utah Ballet you successfully won local, state, and 
Ford Foundation support. Ballet West was born 
when the National Endowment for the Arts chose 
your ballet company to serve the cultural needs of 
the western United States, and it is the only 
major ballet company between our east and west 
coasts. Recent overseas tours have brought well-
deserved honors to your company and the state of 
Utah. These accomplishments have not 
diminished, but have expanded your cultural 
services to still more schools and small com-
munities in addition to major cities already on 
your annual schedule. 
Willam F. Christensen, you are now recog-
nized as the pre-eminent native-born American in 
the art of ballet, serving creatively as teacher, 
* Awarded April 19, 1973 at concert of Ballet West . 
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choreographer, and artistic director . The 
University of Utah has commended you as a 
Distinguished Teacher and Meritorious Research 
Professor. Utah State University again calls 
attention to your many continuing achievements 
and exemplary personal qualities as we bestow 
upon you the honorary degree of DOCTOR OF 
FINE ARTS. 
WILLIAM J. DARBY 
There are among us a few scientists who not 
only contribute importantly to our fund of 
knowledge through personal scientific discovery, 
but who sense keenly an additional responsibility 
to translate scientific learning to a useable form 
for the benefit of all mankind. Dr. William J . 
Darby, you are one of those unusual and rare 
persons. 
Having earned degrees in both medicine and 
biochemistry, you rapidly distinguished yourself 
as a scientific investigator in the field of nutrition, 
and contributed nearly 200 scholarly articles 
describing your researches and informing lay and 
professional publics in your chosen area. 
Your scientific abilities have been recognized 
by invitations to serve on publication boards of 
seven scientific journals, and by invitation to 
membership in the most prestigious of scientific 
societies, the National Academy of Sciences. You 
have been signally honored on at least eleven 
occasions by various national governments and 
scientific societies, and have been given numerous 
honorary lectureships. 
Your abilities to interpret present nutritional 
informat ion in relation to regional, national, and 
international needs were recognized early and 
your services were sought in numerous con-
sultative and advisory capacities. You have 
served on over sixty such commissions and 
boards, including nearly every important national 
program concerned with nutrition and several 
World Health Organization commissions. 
Your present role as President of the Nutrition 
Foundation, while a signal honor crowning a 
brilliant career, is only one recognition in a series 
of many. 
Truly you have influenced thought in your field. 
You have achieved as a scientist and as a policy 
HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS (Continued) 
maker in national and international nutrition as 
few have done. 
For your outstanding service to humanity 
throughout the world in providing for their better 
health through improved nutrition, Utah State 
University is proud and honored to confer upon 
you, William Jefferson Darby, the honorary de-
gree of DOCTOR OF SCIENCE. 
HENRY A. EYRING 
Questioning is ever the condition of the human 
mind, but di~covery is limited to those few ex-
ceptional people whose same combination of 
curiosity and genius advances the horizons of 
knowledge. 
Henry A. Eyring, you are such an individual -
and that in special measure. 
Object of world-wide esteem, your reputation 
as a chemist is a credit to both yourself and your 
community. Yet in discovery you still maintain 
the awe of surrounding which is the font of both 
research and faith. 
Scientist, author, recipient of honorary degrees 
from twelve universities, you have led scholarly 
organizations of national and international 
membership. 
And yet withal, you have maintained the 
humanity and modesty of a great teacher; ap-
proachable by students; a fellow with them. 
Austerity is too often a concomitant of intellect . 
The forbidding countenance of the professor often 
intimidates the student, inhibits communication, 
and defeats the purpose of their relationship. To 
have something to communicate, to know how to 
communicate it, and to be able to create an at-
mosphere of cordiality and mutual respect be-
tween instructor and student constitute the 
essential elements for success in the teaching 
profession. That you possess these abilities and in 
great abundance is well and widely known. 
Your contributions have added to the store of 
knowledge in your profession, magnified the 
reputation of your institution, and added luster to 
the state and nation. 
For your contributions, for your inspiration, 
Utah State University is proud to confer upon 
you, Henry A. Eyring, the honorary degree of 
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE. 
FERN SHIPLEY KELLEY 
As assistant director, division of 4-H youth 
development, Extension Service, United States 
Department of Agriculture, you have evidenced 
an unusual depth of understanding and clarity of 
vision in recognizing needs of youth in today's 
complex society and have been instrumental in 
developing and promoting suitable programs 
nationally for meeting those needs. 
Your sound counsel has been sought as you 
have served on many national committees such as 
the Rural Areas Development Committee con-
sidering the status of rural children, and the 
Committee on Adolescent Girls. You have given 
national leadership to the Expanded Food 
Nutrition Education Program that reaches 4-H 
youth of all races, creeds, and culture particularly 
in the depressed areas of our cities . 
You have established and maintained superior 
working relationships, not only with your co-
workers in Extension, but also with counterparts 
in other youth-serving agencies such as the 
Future Homemakers of America, Girl Scouts of 
America, Camp Fire Girls, and Girls Clubs of 
America, Inc. 
You have filled requests to serve as consultant 
in 4-H programming in the 50 states and Puerto 
Rico and have given unstintingly of your talents, 
time, and energies in promoting the 4-H program 
to include youth of all economic and cultural 
backgrounds, whether they live in town or 
country, city or suburbia. 
Your able leadership has been recognized by 
the United States Department of Agriculture in 
bestowing upon you one of their highest honors -
the Superior Service Award for your "exceptional 
ability to design and carry out effective youth 
programs, especially in Home Economics." Also 
by the National 4-H Service Committee in 
presenting you with their Service Award Plaque 
in behalf of the national donor organizations 
whose support and cooperation you have helped 
to strengthen, particularly in home economics 
programs. 
For your dedicated efforts in behalf of young 
people, volunteer leaders and professional ex-
tension workers, and for your inspired leadership 
in the enrichment and expansion of the 4-H 
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HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS (Continued) 
program, Utah State University takes pride in 
recommending you for the honorary degree of 
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES. 
ALLAN M. WEST 
Allan M. West, your dedication to achieving the 
highest ideals embodied in a national educational 
system is equaled by few and surpassed by none. 
Your dedication, untiring efforts, and ac-
complishments have gained you the respect and 
admiration, not only of professional educators, 
but also a multitude of distinguished business, 
professional and governmental leaders, who are 
laudatory in their praise and esteem. 
You have been an energetic crusader for the 
cause of children. You have battled for better 
schools on the floors of legislatures, at negotiating 
tables, at PTA meetings in one-room schools, in 
the halls of Congress, at international con-
ferences, and in every possible educational 
gathering where the improvement of education 
was an issue. 
You are recognized as an efficient and effective 
crusader in the field of human and civil rights. 
Because of your efforts, generations of children 
are better educated and prepared to lead more 
complete and purposeful lives, and thousands of 
teachers are better prepared to teach them. 
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"Mankind has been your business," to paraphrase 
Dickens, and you are extremely successful in your 
business. 
You are noted for your outstanding leadership, 
unique and distinguished professional 
achievement, scholarly activity, courage of 
convictions and humane personal concern for the 
individual and collective welfare of all human 
beings. You are characterized as being a gen-
tleman in all situations, a person of warmth, soft-
spoken, unruffled by adversity, quiet and 
unassuming in your persistence, unsurpassed in 
your integrity, and modest in your many vic-
tories. Firm in your convictions, you wear the 
mantle of humility with dignity. Your sterling 
qualities and accomplishments shine more 
brightly because they have been tested under the 
glaring public spotlight during a most illustrious 
and distinguished career. You received the 
highest compliment possible by your professional 
peers when you were chosen to lead for a period 
of time the largest professional educational 
organization in the United States, the National 
Education Association. 
For this and your many other exemplary ac-
complishments and activities directed toward the 
improvement of education and the well being of 
the citizens of this nation, Utah State University 
takes great pride in recommending you for the 
honorary degree of DOCTOR OF EDUCATION. 
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
DOYLE J. MATTHEWS, ACTING DEAN 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Alifakiotis, Thomas 
Alverez, Eduardo 
Baadsgaard, Lynn A. 
Barker, Brent Orson 
Barrington, Delyle S. 
Benner, Herbert Paul 
Bollar, Joseph Victor 
Bradbury, Robert George 
Brusseau, Daniel Joseph 
Bulla, Charles Robert 
Bullock, William Kent 
Chang, Kuo-In 
Clawson, Shyrl 
Clayton, Jack H. 
Conrad John Malcolm 
Crane, Stuart Dee 
Dalley, Ronald Jay 
Dalton, Melvin Val 
Deleeuw, Kelly S. 
Drake, Russell Kelvin 
Duersch, James Winter 
Duzik, Michael Jess 
Evans, Preston Kim 
Geilman Keith Laurence 
Gillman, Gordon Lynn 
Gimmeson, Gary Steck 
Goates, Blair James 
Hammond, Stephen Calvin 
Hansen, Milton Boyd 
Hatch, John Leonard 
Higgins, Gene 
Hoopes, Robert Wayne 
Hunter, Dan S. 
Hymas, Steven Ray 
Jensen, Richard A. 
Johnson, Kent Wendell 
Johnson, Lyle Glade 
Kemp, Larry Lavell 
Kendell Vern Petersen 
Lindstrom, John Eric 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
ROBERT P. COLLIER, DEAN 
Lunt, Nelson B 
Madsen, Ray Owen 
Marchant, Bruce Meldren 
Matienzo, Alarcon Jorge 
Mayberry, Rulon Joseph 
McKendrick, Scott Stewart 
Merrill, Rodney Clair 
Merritt, Ronald L. 
Miller, ,Zebbie Howard 
Monroe , Lee LaMar 
Moreno, Jose A. 
Nielsen, Henson Walker 
Pearson, Ryan H. 
Platt, Brent N. 
Pocock, Richard Lowell 
Preston , Roger Lee 
Price, Monte Glen 
Robson, Dale Brent 
Romer, Del Royce 
Schoenfeld, Gordon Eben 
Smart, Lorin Stanley 
Sparrow, Dennis Lee 
Steele, Edward Frank 
Stucki, Reed George 
Summers, Lyle C. 
Tanner , Lynn Phillips 
Thain, John Merrill 
Thomsen, Dee Fisher 
Thurgood, Chris W. 
Timoney, Sean Patrick 
Turk, Duane Douglas 
Van Dyke, William J. 
Vizcaya, Eusebio Y gor 
Walton, Lloyd Jay 
Warthen, Michael Dean 
Wheeler, Regan 
Wilson, Doyle Vern 
Wiscombe, Richard L. 
Wood, Kirk Jay 
Yardley, Michael Duane 
Young, Robert Samuel 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Andersen, David Sky 
Brown, Franklin Bruce 
Choi, Suck Bo 
Elggren , Helen 
Ellis, J. Clair 
Henry, Paul Benjamin 
Krebs, Landa) Vern 
Mitchell, William L. 
Olson, LaMar Kenneth 
Nazemi, Mahin 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Adams, Richard Ransom 
Akagi, Melba Yoko 
Aldrich , Raymon Edward 
Alm, Brent George 
Allsop, Fred Don 
Alsop, Bruce T. 
Amussen, Rodney F . 
Anderson, Bruce Raymond 
Anderson , George T. Jr. 
Anderson, Rosemary 
Andrejack , Franklin S. 
Baldwin, Reed M. 
Ballard, Ernest Jackson III 
Barber, Sandra 
Bardwell, Kathryn H. 
Barfuss, Sheldon Keith 
Bate, Michael Hazen 
Bautner, Franzi Herman 
Bench, Robert K. 
Bostock, John Paul 
Branson, Allen Lee 
Broderick, Carla Ruth 
Brown, Robert Lael 
Budge, Paul Robert 
Budge, Randall C. 
Call, Stanford Larsen 
Capener, Richard Lew 
Caraveo, Gerardo 
Card, Debra 
Carr, Jolene 
Casperson, Morris Owen 
Caulford, Ronald Paul 
Choate, David Michael 
Chow, Kit Boey 
Christensen, Dennis Lee 
Christenson, Rick D. 
Clayson, Colleen 
Conlin, Danny 
Cook, Allen Randall 
Cooley, Marcus Ralph 
Cox, David Arthur 
Crandall, Janet 
Dajany, Sharrif F. 
Day, Michael Henry 
Dowd, Robert Michael 
Dunaway, Donald George 
Edwards, Sharon Ann 
Furuta , Bert H. 
Fusselman , James H. 
Green, Robert L. 
Greenwood, Roger Brian 
Gross , Jenean B. 
Hall, Anthony Jon 
Hamada , Aki 
Hamman, Stephen Robert 
Hansen, Brent William 
Harris, Melvin Craig 
Harrison, Richard F. 
Hartle, Don M. 
Hatch, Joseph Eastman 
Helm, Beth Eileen 
Henrie, Lynda Dickinson 
Henry, Paul Benjamin 
Hill, Harold Brent 
Hillman, Kent L. 
Hoover, Donna Louese Hansen 
Hutchison, Richard Neil 
Jackson, Dana Laird 
Jensen, Paul Gordon 
Johnson, Brian Leigh 
Johnson, William Michael 
Johnston, Leanne Baker 
Jones, Peggy 
Jones, Terry Paul 
Karren, Alice Manning 
Karren, Sidney Bruce 
Kearl , Leonard Charles Jr. 
Kobayashi, Warren Stuart 
Kowall, Barbara Ann 
Kush, Marleen D. 
Labrum , David Ray 
Lanham, Sidney Stewart 
Larsen, Ja'nine M. 
Larsen, Marianna Payne 
Larson, Stanford Dean 
Lasson, Debra Kay 
Lechtenberg, Ray N. 
Lee, Linda Louise 
Leonelli, James Anthony 
Liston, Lois Mae 
Macey, Michael Reed 
Madsen, Margene 
Malone, Dorothy Lee Large 
Matthews, Neal Raymond 
May, Arla Anderson 
McAllister, Keith Lloyd 
McBride, Blaine Perry 
McGlinch, Christine 
McNeilly, Ward Dean 
McPherson, Zelda Diane 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS (Continued} 
Mercer, Michael James 
Merrill, Mark Thompson 
Miller, Harry Louis Jr. 
Mills, Theron Earl 
Misener, Steven Reid 
Mitchell Colette Stott 
Miyasaki, Albert Atsushi 
Moore, Robert Lynn 
Moss, Lloyd Alvin 
Munns, Gerald Stacey 
Munoz, Juan Fernando 
Murdoch, Robert Guy 
Murphy, Kevin E . 
Nielson, Lynnette Thorne 
Oliverson, Charlene Nielsen 
Olsen, Nancy 
Olson, Gordon Bruce 
Perreault, Stephen L. 
Petersen, Nancy Jane Kimball 
Peterson, Clare Ross 
Peterson , Webb Blaine 
Pierce, Benjamin Jack 
Pond , Randall Stillman 
Poulson, Timothy Lester 
Powell , James S. 
Pugmire , Kimball W. 
Purcell, Malcolm John 
Purdy, Susan 
Rains, Rodney Alan 
Redden, Arva Marie 
Reese, Stephen Michael 
Reiter, Barbara Gay 
Ricks, Edward Scott 
Riemer, Pamela Anne 
Robinson, Etta Ann 
Robinson, Glenn Hat ch 
Roskelley, Mary Ann Pehrson 
Roylance, Ralph Kent 
Sankatumvong, Chavalit 
Sayer, Brent Eli 
Seamons, Norma Ann 
Shafer, Lynn R. 
Shaw, John Duane 
Shaw, Pamela 
Sheridan , Marcia Ann 
Shumway , Jana Lee 
Skenandorf, Susan 
Smith, Jerry Austin 
Sorensen, Charles Elmer 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
ORAL L. BA L LAM , DEAN 
Sorensen, Linda Jean 
Spackman, Jean 
Speth, Ray Lamonte 
Steed, Robert G. 
St iver , Dallas Fred II 
Stoker , Ramon Garth 
Strong , Suzanne 
Stur zenegger, Beverly G. 
Talayumptewa, David N. 
Tallerico, Sam Frank III 
Taylor, Christine Ann Jensen 
Taylor, Robert Stephen 
Thomas , Jess M . 
Thompson, Ilene 
Thorsen, Clifford S. 
Tilley, Dennis Scot 
Trisuvan , Suravit 
Tsujita, Kazuo 
Tuddenham, Kenneth L. 
Vaughan, Dan Erle 
VanOrden, Linda Waite 
Vilio, Alberto R. 
Wages , Donald L. 
Warner, Earlene 
Warren, Beverly Gae 
Watson, Reid L. 
Wells , Clifford Larry 
Welty, Sharon Jean 
Wheeler , Connie Lou 
White , Robert Norman 
White, William Clark 
Widdison, Perry Rigby 
Wilkins , Gary 
Williams, James Howard 
Winans , James Richard 
Winward, Wendy 
Wiser, William L. 
Wolfley, John Terrell 
Woods, Garry Lee 
Wootton, Gregory Vaughn 
Workman, Mel R. 
Yamasaki, Richard A. 
Young, Vicky Kay 
Zielke, John Paul 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ART 
Anderson, Julianne Howell 
Butterfield, Crystal A. 
Chapple, Glenn Alan 
Cockayne, Janet Morris 
Cook, Gary H. 
Donavan, Maurine Forsgren 
Hill, Diana Gaye Spackman 
Lloyd, John Dale 
Moosman, Rosa S. 
Newman, Wesley Duane 
Pierce, Ginger Lee Dallas 
Ravst en, Clayton Glen 
Riches, Gayle 
Robertson, Sarah Ann 
Wimmer, Karen 
Young, Gary Dean 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Adair, Nancy Carol 
Alfaro, Janette F. M. 
Allen, Helen 
Allinson, Launa Lee 
Allred, Karen 
Andersen, Dewin W. 
Andersen, Maxine Olsen 
Anderson, Ann Thornton 
Anderson, Craig L. 
Anderson, Sally Gilson 
Arnell, Dallas Hodges 
Atkinson, Marla Gay Poulsen 
Badertscher , Bobette E. 
Bankhead, Patricia Ann 
Barbo, David Michael 
Barnes, Ivan Dale 
Barton, Joseph Richard 
Barton, Kerry James 
Beck, Melody Ann Seppi 
Becker, Peter James 
Beckstrand, Marilyn DeVries 
Behm, Fred Charles 
Bell, Mariam Lee 
Bergeson, Nolan Omar 
Beverley, Steve George 
Borchert, Scott Lyle 
Boswell, Brenda 
Boulton, Ruth Marie 
Bowles, Scott 
Brimhall, Donna Naylor 
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Brower, Holly Sue 
Brown, Jessie Nadine Grover 
Brown, Karen Eva 
Budge, Richard White 
Buehner, Christine 
Bullock, Brad R. 
Burnham , Julia 
Burns, Burke 
Burt, Patricia 
Bybee, Glen J . 
Call, Emily 
Calton, Terry 
Campbell, Cathy Lynn 
Canfield, Kit Staples 
Carlsen, Lief Harry 
Caruthers, Norman Earl 
Cattolico, Erasimo John 
Chase, Michael Rich 
Chidester, Lynette Bonham 
Child, Geraldine Bingham 
Christensen, Alice Louise 
Christensen, Douglas A. 
Christensen, Janet Jensen 
Christensen, Toni Lee 
Christiansen , Katherine Mather 
Christiansen, Suzanne Howell 
Clark, Karen Lee 
Collier, Bryce, Elwood 
Collier, Catherine 
Coltharp, Sherrol L. Rasmussen 
Cook, LaDawn 
Cooley, Suzanne P. 
Coon, Tiffany Peggy 
Corbin, Robert Blaine 
Cornell, Ann Leonore 
Corrigan, Michael S. 
Coulsey, Christine Marion 
Cox, Gregory 
Cox, Gwendoline M. 
Coyle, Thomas J . 
Crandall , Marsha Joan 
Craner , Janet Kay 
Crockett, Paul Donald 
Daines, Launa Gaye Floyd 
Davis, Kathy C. 
Davis, Kay 
Davis, Robert Hudson 
Dayhuff, Steven George 
Dean , Douglas Gordon 
Dean, Rebecca Henderson 
Dell, Sherry Jean 
Dickson, James D. 
Dodge, Toni Dee 
Downs, Brent Robert 
Downs, Julie Vale 
Duke, Teresa 
Egan, Joan Lorraine Calder 
Emerson, Clare Marie 
England, David Thomas 
Esch, Patricia Ann 
Etzel , Janis Lynn 
Ewing, Kathleen Maurine 
Fail, Cheri Ann 
Fallis, Hillary Ann 
Ferguson, Patsy Lee 
Finch , Bobette 
Finch, Karla Rae 
Firth, Verna LeAnn 
Fishburn, Jennie Leora 
Forsberg, RaNae Ormond 
Forsgren, Susan Lund 
Foultz, Patricia Mary 
Fowler, Hilda Larue B. 
Freeman, Fred Stanley 
Frischknecht, Rebecca Mortensen 
Fukui, Jeanette 
Gailey, Mary Grace 
Galeazzi, Bob E . 
Galloway , Zenna 
Garcia, Jess Raul 
Gardner, Ethel Loie 
Gibson, Peggy Sue 
Graham, Harley Kenneth 
Greear, Richard S. 
Green, Brent Roland 
Green, Nancy Kristine 
Griffiths, Jerry Jere! 
Grover, Eleanor Ruesch 
Guymon, Marie 
Guymon, Marie Nelson 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (Continued) 
Guymon, Maughan M. 
Halford, Randy Victor 
Hall, Boyd Douglas 
Hall, Mary Ann 
Hammond, Jo Ann 
Hanks, James Francis 
Hanna, Kayla Merrill 
Hansen, Holger W. 
Hansen, Jillinda 
Larsen, Lori Diane 
Larson, Gaylin 
Latham, Karen 
Lauriski, Robert Louis 
Lawrence, Gary G. 
Lawyer, Brent J. 
Layne, Joanne 
Leatham, Larry Austin 
Leavitt, Susan 
Leininger, Linda L. 
Linford, Vurvian P. 
Littledike, Terry L. 
Livingston, Kathy 
Madsen, Brenda 
Nielsen, Marlene Spark, Barbara D. 
Nykamp, Joan Piquet Steed, Peggy Jean 
Olsen, Owen William Stella, Charles V. 
Olson, Craig- Allen Stephenson, Marla Sue 
Olson, Ranee Stockdale, Frances 
Oram, Jack Lloyd Stoddard, James Irwin 
Orme, Jeffrey Scott Stokes, Cameron 
Ostivig, Martin C. Jr. Stone, Marlene 
Oxborrow, Jan Marie Sweet, Mary Della 
Palmer, Janet Brady Szymanski, Mary 
Parker, Alan Jay Taylor, Christine 
Parkes, Ruth Ann Taylor, Merridy Gail 
Pearson, Lowetta Kaye Terry, Kaye Lynn 
Peck, Allen N. Thatcher, Kathleen 
Hansen, Joyce Dimond 
Hansen, Lanette Peterson 
Hansen, Rebecca Lu 
Harrison, Craig Russell 
Hatz, Sharon Kathleen 
Heiselmeyer, Randi Lawry 
Henderson, Cathleen 
Henderson, Colleen Staples 
Hendrickson, Ann Edith 
Hervey, Evelyn Diane 
Higginbotham, Jane L. 
Higgins, Nicole Georgette 
Hill, Bonnie Graham 
Marshall, Deborah Lynn Foster 
Marshall, Madolyn 
Peel, Deborah Dee Thedell, June Alice Poppleton 
Hill, Patricia 
Hirschi, Sharon 
Hodges, Terry Lynn 
Hogge, Pegge Ann 
Horgan, Nancy E. 
Hoth, David Lee 
Hugie, Janalee 
McAllister, Byron Guy 
McArthur, Christine 
McBride, Jolene Wells 
McClellan, Martha 
Mcinenly, Richard 
McNeely, Katherine Ann Brown 
Meade, Keith Wilson 
Merrill, Marie Ann 
Merritt, Debra Putnam 
Michener, Jerry R. 
Mickelson, Shelley Marie 
Milbrandt, Steven A. 
Miller, Anita 
Perkins, Zandra Lynn Thompson, Constance Gail 
Petersen, Gail Hansen Thurgood, Patsy Ann 
Peterson, Lizette Tompkins, Edward John 
Petersen, Nord Victor Torbensen, Lana Gean 
Poloni, LeAnn Traughber, Willa Katherine 
Rawlins, Marsha Turner, Kristen 
Reidt, Gerald Dwaine Ungricht, Ted Rulon 
Rice, Michael Lynn Vail, Diane Renee 
Richardson, Michael D. Vause, Mark Wayne 
Riddle, Charles Guy Voorhees, Saralee Whitworth 
Rindlisbacher, Ray S. Vordahl, Eric Milton 
Roberts, Merrill Trist Waggoner, Phyllis Dixon 
Robinson, Debra Jo Manning Wagner, Carol Jean 
Roche, Newell Raymond Ward, Kathryn Misener 
Humphrey, Vonda Lee Clement 
Humphreys, Kelly James 
Humphreys, Terry Ray 
Miller, Kenna LaRee 
Mitchell, Lorraine Turner 
Mitchell, Monica R. 
Mitchell, Terry LaBelle 
Mizell, Charles M. Jr. 
Molgard, Max H. 
Roskelley , Darrell Marlin Wardle, Lynn Gordon 
Ross, Marinda Murray Warner, William James 
Rothe, Anna LaRue Warnock, Billie 
Rothwell, Roxann Wayment, Mary Jane Innes, Nancy 
Jenkins, Kendall Evan 
Jensen, Barbara Breinholt 
Jensen, Delpha Klingler 
Joe, Victoria Marie 
Johnsen, Pamela 
Johnson, Toni Helene 
Jones, John Michael 
Jorgensen, Jeffersen Blaine 
Kaletta, Vicky Lynn 
Keller, Michael Kim 
Kelley, Patricia Ruth 
Kelly, Joyce Fuhriman 
Kemp, John Eldon 
Killpack, Shauna M. 
Klaanprayoon, Charoon 
Kmiech, Ronald Thomas 
Koch, Elizabeth 
Lamborn, Delora 
Lapray, Dixie Ann 
Larsen, Kandi Lu Eyre 
Moore, Shauna Lee 
Moran, John Francis 
Morey, Lloyd George 
Morris, Ronald Joseph 
Morrison, Mary Eileen Petersen 
Murch, Louise 
Murphy, Melony Christine Busk 
Murphy, Patricia Jean 
Murphy, Thomas G. 
Myers, James David 
Myers, Ruth Ann 
Nash, Jean Marie M. 
Nell, Susan 
Nelson, Delynne 
Nelson, Jeanne 
Nelson, Julie 
Nelson, Mary Lynn 
Newby, Nona Tobahe 
Roylance, Teresa Weir, Charlene Raye 
Rumbold, Virginia M. Weierman, Sue Jensen 
Sailor, Sara Irene Weston, Marlene Peterson 
Sanderson, Thomas Evan Westover, Ellen Dianne 
Scheer, Margaret R. Wharton, Carl Jay 
Schiller, James R. Whicker, Connie 
Schiller, Rebecca Haslam Wicks, Robert Blaine 
Schwieder, Jack Thomas Widdison, Bonnie Baird 
Shaw, Cynthia Jo Phelan Wilson, Barbara Jones 
Shea, Cynthia Garrigue Winter, Donald Keith 
Shiozaki, Susan Claire Winterton, Lee W. 
Short, Gerald Sheffield Wiser, Eva Lou Blair 
Simmons, Robert Thomas Woffinden, Brent E. 
Simms, Delma L. Yama, Debra June May 
Simper, Betty Jean Yama, Kenneth Gene 
Simpson, Barbara Lee P. Young, Stan Earl 
Sirstins, Nancy Young, Suzzann I vie 
Slack, Earl M. Yowell, John Chadwick 
Smith, Carolyn Joy Zobell, Lynette Grandy 
Somers, Susan Zollinger , Ronald R. 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
IRVING S. DUNN, ACTING DEAN 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Adams, M. Stanley 
Albrecht, Dwight A. 
Alldredge, Jerry Ver! 
Allen, James Craig 
Allen, Stephen Stanford 
Andersen, Robert K. 
Anderson, Boyd Rae Jr. 
Aoyagi, Harry K. 
Attapreyangkul, Wichai 
Averett, Keith Maxwell 
Baker, Donald E. 
Barnes, James Earl 
Bates, Ken A. 
Baxter, Paul Kent 
Beazer, Albert Irving 
Bender, Robert Michael 
Bennee, Richard Wells 
Bennion, Merrill L. 
Berry, Robert Lee 
Bowen, Ralph 
Bright, Dennis Don 
Brown, McKay C. 
Burch, H. Kent 
Call, Bruce L. 
Capps, Terry Glenn 
Carlson, Bradley D. 
Carter, Scott K. Jr. 
Carter, Stanley B. 
Cerame, Anthony Michael 
Christenson, Howard John 
Clawson, Frank Wessman 
Clayson, Jerry Reid 
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING (Continued) 
Collier, Daniel Sayre 
Copier, John Antoon 
Cox, Charles Glenn 
Craner, Kent Jensen 
Creamer, R. Steve 
D'Evelyn, Terence Clark 
Dahle, James K. 
Davis, Clair Swainston 
Davis , Fred L. 
Dillon, Gary Eugene 
Donahoo, Donald Wesley 
Douglas, Roger K. 
Downing, James Leon 
Duff, David Larry 
Evans, Michael Tally 
Faerber, David Merlin 
Foisy, Roger Allen 
Foote, Lynn Douglas 
Forman, Glen Leslie 
Foster, Monty Jake 
Franson, Jay William 
Fredrickson, Bobby Joe 
Freestone, Robert A. 
Gardiner, Mark Young 
Gazi-Tabatabaie, Mehdi 
Glover, Christopher C. 
Godfrey, Kendon Don 
Good, Russell Kelly 
Gordon, Michael J . 
Gorley, Floyd 
Grace, Earl Albert 
Griffin, Dan Michael 
Hansen, Dennis Leonda 
Hansen, Kevin Paul 
Hansen, Raynold Mark 
Harper, Wayne Douglas 
Humphreys, Willard D. 
Jeffs, Dana Leonard 
Jenkins, Glayd F. 
Jensen, Dennis Brent 
Jenseri, Wesley J. 
Jeppsen, Robert Gardner 
Johnson, Brent Tew 
Johnson, Gary Allen 
Johnson, Vaughn Wayne 
Jones, Evan York 
Kirkvold, Jeffrey Lee 
Latimer, Edward Lee 
Leach , Michael James 
Lemon, Leon Mercer 
Leslie, Phylip John 
Lester, Roy Elwood Jr. 
Lewis, Rupert Clark 
Lineberry, Richard Kendall Jr . 
Loeffler, Gordon P . Jr . 
May, James Stanley 
McAllister, Scott Sundwall 
McBride, Tony Keith 
Miller, Joel Alan 
Miller, Terry Lester 
Mirelez, Solomon Soto Jr . 
Morris, Stephen Ernest 
Mottahedeh , Hagnazar 
Mumm, Jerry L. 
COLLEGE OF FAMILY LIFE 
PHYLLIS SNOW , DEAN 
Myers , William L. 
Natur, Fahd Salih 
Neal, Parris Corne! 
Nelsen, Clark Kenneth 
Nicholas, James Allen 
Nelsen, Daniel Richard 
Noorda, Clyde Ray 
O'Bryan, Henry Eugene III 
Olsen, Reid W. 
Ori, Jack Louis 
Orwin, Terry D. 
Pallak, David John 
Pate, Robert Arthur 
Peppel, George Walter 
Pollard, Raymond W. 
Poor, Robert Blair 
Purrington, Mark L. 
Rash , Ronald Lyon 
Rasmussen, Bryan L. 
Reed, James Harold 
Reese, Daryl Cecil 
Richardson, Carl C. 
Robinson, Brent Albert 
Robinson, David Wilford 
Robinson, Val Richard 
Ruppel, William John 
Russell, Duncan C. 
Sagarik, Raviphan Bok 
Schulz, Thomas Eric 
Scovill, Dennis A. 
Scown, Vincent Stanley 
Slaughter, Duane Ray 
Smart, Jerry Charles 
Stanford, Oreo Glen 
Starman , Calvin Duane 
Staunton, William Wallace 
Stedtfeld, Jon Gordon 
Stocking, Von K. 
Stucki, Mark Willard 
Stucki, Sheldon Lee 
Summers, William Joseph 
Sutherland, Larry Kent 
Tanner, David Ralph 
Tansavatdi, Prasong 
Taylor , Brian Lee 
Taylor, Michael Elton 
Taylor, Terry Don 
Thorpe, E. Gregory 
Tittensor, Dale R. 
Truxes , William W. III 
Tucker, John Brooks 
Van Orden , Louis Gee 
Vanderbeek, James L. 
Wallin, Craig Lee 
Wang, Gen-Shyrang 
Wang , Hsiang 
Webb, Dean LeRoy 
Williams, Donald Eugene 
Willis, Ward Thomas 
Wilson, William K. 
Wisniewski, Wieslaw Antoni 
Woolstenhulme, Max Evan 
Yoo, Sook Hwan 
Yu, Robert Ching-Fang 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Anderson, Wallace C. Farner, Jeanie Lee Nelson, Kristeen Yamasaki, Marsha Jean Ajioka 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Ahmad, Halimah 
Anderson, Denna Lee 
Anderson, Janet Louise 
Anderson, Sharen 
Bagley, Janice 
Bair, Mary 
Barbo, Marilyn Kay Douglass 
Beecher, Jerilynn 
Behling, Joan 
Bendixsen, Sylvia 
Bruce, Kay Lynn Nelson 
Bunker, Vardie Anne Jacobson 
Burland, David Bruce 
Burnside, Jill 
Butterfield, Blake H. 
Call, Dena Lee Child 
Campbell, Susan Kay 
Christensen, Geneve 
Christensen, Pati Lynn 
Christensen, Vivian Spackman 
Christenson, Jeanette Anderson 
Colombe, Denise Lorraine 
Cooke, Sandra P. 
Cornia, Julie Ann 
Cornia, Louise 
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De Lapp, Dorothy Lamborn, Flora Lee 
Dickson, Nancy Larsen, Linda Jean 
Dinkelman, CyndaLee Hansen Larson, Arlene Griffin 
Ekbald, Diane Kay Larson, Nancy Lee 
Frost, Paula Jean Smith Larson, Selma June 
Green , Linnea Kaye Lattin, Vicki Ileene 
Gunn, Carrolyn Lea, Gail Ann 
Hansen, Julie Brewer Lewis, Nadine Wright Deming 
Henderson, Marjorie Kay Linford, Phyllis Moncur 
Henrie, Shauna Jane McCloy, Jalene Despain 
Herman, Judy Lorraine McKee, Rose Annette 
Hirschi, Donna Lee McKenzie, Cleo 
Holdaway, Yvonne Miller, Marianne 
Howell, Patricia Ann Naruse, Linda Etsuko Ito 
Hubbard, Pamela Needham, Janet Dayle 
Jensen, Becky Joy Vandermerwe Neff, LaRue 
Jensen, Marilyn Gail Olsen, Eileen Beth 
Jenson , Diane Shirley Parkinson, 
John, Leona Faye Ann Marie Beveridge 
Johnson, Carol Carn Passey, Anne 
Johnston, Irving P. Pederson, B. Gayle 
Kaiser, Deborah Ann Pierce, Diane Pincock 
Kemp, Gloria Jean M. Pollard, Diane Lee S. 
Koch, Pauline Pratt, Joanne Eva 
Koike, Patricia Prescott, Fonnie Louise Carter 
Rasmussen, LaJean Leavitt 
Rawlings, Elsie Beth 
Remund, RaNae 
Ricks, Brenda 
Ronk, Cynthia Ann 
Ross, Joan Spencer 
Seamons, Jeanette 
Smith, Marsha Gae M. 
Sorensen, Janna 
Spackman, Joyce Evans 
Spence, Jalean 
Starkey, Judy Sims 
Stoker, Kathleen Reese 
Thompson, Brenda Kaye Jensen 
Tipton, Darlene Mildred 
Tolman, Peggy Louise S. 
Ward, Marcia 
Watkins, Carlos Fehlberg 
Welch, Winona 
White, Linda 
Whiting, Anne 
Woolsey, Alcea 
Wuthrich, Janice 
Y ewdall, Carolyn Cooley 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES, ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
M. Juoo HARMON, DEAN 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Alder, Darwin Grant 
Anderson, Douglas D. 
Bagley, Linda 
Ballard, John Steven 
Green, Myrna 
Groll, Steven H. 
Hadfield, Vickie 
Hansen, Lee Ann 
Hansen, Nona Jeannine 
Heaps, Rex C. 
Jackson, Debra Robison 
Jackson, Nanette 
John, Marvin 
McKee, Virginia Martinez 
McMaster, Rebecca Lyn 
McMurdie, Marilyn 
Mortensen, Craig Robert 
Mortenson, Larry Rich 
Murri, Wayne D. 
Neal, David Ceicle 
Nichols, Nelly Teresa 
Nielson, Lora H. 
Southard, David Reid 
Staub, Sonnya Jacklyn 
Taati, Faramarz 
Tarbet, Brian Lee 
Taylor, Pamela 
Thomas, Lynn Wylie 
Thornborrow, Jack P. 
Tidwell, Vance Lee 
Uibel, Gloria Norr 
Urbanik, Teresa Anne 
Barton, Linda Suzanne Brewer 
Beaty, Sandra Diane T. 
Berlage, Robert Clements 
Bibb, Linda Ruth Denton 
Boudreaux, Celese Mae 
Brimhall, James Chip 
Bylund, Robert Arthur 
Cooley, Patrick Allen 
Johnson, Ranleigh Dene 
Johnston, Hal Cullens 
Judd, Martin Charles 
Knibbe, Kathleen 
Parker, Marcia Anne 
Pease, Bruce Kay 
Poulsen, Orson Lee 
Preece, Nolan E. 
Urry, Pamela Kay Christensen 
Webb, Gordon Kent 
Cox, Janna 
Croft, Jana Lea 
Cummings, Michael Leone 
Dawson, Barbara Jean Barker 
Felt, Bryan Don 
Findlay, Linda Ruth 
Gates, Allison Anne 
Kraske, Jeanne Marie Roylance 
Larson, Dean Thomas 
Law, Craig Jay 
LeBlanr, Linda Jane Pulliam 
Liddle, Marilyn Kaye Riley 
Mauchley, G. Jay 
Quayle, Sharla Dawn 
Redding, Patrick Ernest 
Rudd, Ronda 
Sorensen, Gayland W. 
Sorenson, Ray Monson 
Soules, George H. 
Welch, Michael Edward 
Whitney, Matthew Francis 
Winkler, Albert Lynn 
Wybow, Jeanette Marie 
Zimmerman, Kathleen M. 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Abram, Joseph Arthur 
Anderson, Christine 
Barker, Garth LaVere 
Blair, Mary Millicent 
Capener, John Charles 
Carlson, Ray Lamar 
Clark, Thomas John 
Dwon, Lawrence A. 
Edwards, James Leavell 
English, Mary Mangum 
Esmiol, Alice M. H. 
Frahm, Nancy Jean McCaslin 
Gauthier, Donald Lee 
Goodwin, Michael C. 
Graham, John Richard 
Harvell, William Dean 
Hiltenbrand, Ellen Marie 
Lenell, Gail Frances 
McCall, Susan E. 
Neilsen, Anita Joy Seiter 
Reber, Grant Virden 
Rich, Alison 
Riley, Colleen 
Spencer, Franklin R. 
Springer, Rosalie Ann 
Stauffer, John Francis 
Walsh, Patrick A. 
Ward, Jeanne 
Westenskow, Mary Louise 
Whitney, Bernard M.S. 
Wittorf, Susan Mary 
Wood, Donald Karl 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Ahrens, James Seeger 
Baird, Dan E. 
Behling, John Robert 
Bissland, Robert Palmer 
Brenchley, Mark C. 
Brown, Gerald Lynn 
Cooksey, Allan Bruce 
Glover, Paul Calvin 
Hugie, Ray Christian 
Killpack, Charles Lynn 
Larsen, Lynn G. 
Mize, Ralph Lee 
Morris, Brent D. 
Olsen, Alan Brent 
Platis, Paul 
Saurey, Paul D. 
Sylvester, Rodney D. 
Thomas, Peter David C. 
Wilson, Daniel La Verne 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
Baugh, Alice Mae 
Beacham, Garth Rand 
Buckley, Lonn Lester 
Carlisle, Carolyn Jean 
Christensen , Linda 
Christiansen, Michael K. 
Cooke, Guy LaMar 
Hansen, Bruce Lynn 
Jeffs, Laura 
Jessop, Craig Don 
Lehman, Lynette Louise 
Limb, Donald Ray Sr. 
Losee, Gary B. 
Mead, Neal George 
Newman, Anita Irene 
Olsen, Sharon Marie 
Schoonmaker, Deborah C. 
Stevenson, Walter Peck 
Waldron, Thomas Mark 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Adams, Anthony Lee 
Andersen, Marilyn 
Anderson, Carolyn Martha 
Anderson, Joseph Louis 
Anthon, Arnon 
Augustin, Arnold Roger Jr . 
Ballard, Wendy Kay Webster 
Barker, Bruce Oliver 
Barker, Fawn 
Barnes, Thomas Blaine 
Bean, Duward Clayton 
Beck, Dana Conan 
Bennett, Julianne 
Beutler, Brad L. 
Bickmore, David Jensen 
Bitton, Vernal Roy 
Blanck, Doreen 
Boonsomboon, Quanta 
Briggs, Bette Marlene 
Brooks, Wendell D. 
Brugger, Willard Smith 
Burnett, Jody K. 
Butler, Hugh Alan 
Cain, Claude Richard 
Carlston, Gary L. 
Casady, Steven Lynn 
Chase-Dunn, Ian Keith 
Cheney, Steven John 
Clark, Richard Glade 
Conner, Donald Wesley 
Coombs, Constance Anne F. 
Corey, Joseph Lee 
Corrigan, Alan Michael 
Coupee, Edward Joseph 
Cox, Neal Lavaun 
Creager, Ann 
Crosland, Claudia M. 
Cross, Cynthia Susan 
Cuskelly, Gregory Lawrence 
Cutler, Barbara Jean Reeder 
Davis, Evonne Littlefield 
Davis, Larry Wayne 
Davis, Thomas E. 
Davis, William Paul 
Day, Rolayne 
Dermit, Douglas W. 
Dexter, Deborah Kay 
Downen, Deborah E. 
Dunn, Cathey Marie 
Durr, Charles W. 
Ellerbeck, John Thomas 
Ellis, Gerri Lou 
Estep, Kenneth Luther 
Evans, Robert Larry 
Eza, Barbara F. 
Finley, David Calvin 
Flowers, Lee Edward 
Fonnesbeck, Rex D. 
Fowler, Vicki S. 
Fullenbach, Robin Fitzgerald 
Fulmore, Charles S. 
George, William Morris 
Gleed, Michael L. 
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Gravis, Martin ·Vasho 
Griffin, Gary F. 
Grimmett, William Steven 
Hansen, Judith Franklin 
Hanson, Mary Suzanne 
Hayes, Clinton Charles Jr. 
Healy, Barbara Dean 
Helms, Donna Harland 
Higginbotham, Jeffrey D. 
Hill, Fred Ernest 
Hoey, Gerard Francis 
Hogan, Daniel L. 
Holland, Leon Joseph 
Hooper, Eldon Bryant 
Hoxsie, Kathleen 
Humlie, Kristin Beth 
Huppi, Diane 
Inglet, Alex P. 
Iverson, Gary L. 
Izatt, Mary Evelyn 
Jovenetti, Dennis Thomas 
Kimura, Con Kio 
LaFlamme, Leon Lonnie 
Langworthy, Robert H. 
Larsen, Stephen Leo 
Leggett, Lana Ruby 
Leishman, Jeffery R. 
Lenhart, Kathryn 
Linford, Craig M. 
Lloyd, Stephen Ellis 
Logan, Edward Oneal 
Lombard, Charles D. 
Lounsbury, Kris 
Lyons, Michael J . 
Martin , Barbara Jean Beck 
Martin , James Stephen 
Maxfield, LeRoy Clyde 
McKee, Jonette 
McKinlay, Lynn A. 
Meigs, Douglas R. 
Mihlberger, Cathy 
Miller, J . Kristine 
Miller, Lynn Jay 
Miller, Roxanne Lee 
Mintun, Phyllis Rae 
Mockli, Philip Henry 
Mollenkopf, Charles Eugene 
Mooney, Karen Lyn Bailey 
Mowery, James Edward 
Nelson, Thomas Lee 
Norman, Harold Dean 
Norris, Susan 
Olko, Michael William 
Olsen, Darlene K. 
Olsen, Mack Wade 
Olsen, Steven Lewis 
Page, Karen Marie 
Parrish, Marilyn 
Paulson, Stephen Doyle 
Pearson, Alvin Duane 
Perry, Michael D. 
Peterson, Byron Carl 
Peterson, Preston G. 
Pfyl, Dennis Eugene 
Plankers, Laura Ann 
Ramazetti, Eugene Scott 
Ransom, Ramona 
Reid, Lloyd E. 
Rogers, Cathy Jean 
Roskelley, Dan Wendell 
Roskelley, Suzanne McFarland 
Russell, Cheryl Anne 
Ryan, Bonnie Beth 
Sandberg, Robert R. Jr. 
Schiess, William Jay 
Schledewitz, Gale Janeen 
Scott, Glen Kenneth 
Skeen, Sue Ann Richardson 
COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
THADIS W . Box, DEAN 
Slauson, Nora Dunne 
Smith, Courtney B. 
Smith, Harry Clifford 
Smith, Vern Roger 
Steele, Stanford Mark 
Stine, Diana Marie 
Taylor, Blair 
Tennant, Roger L. 
Thompson, Beverly 
Thompson, Judy Kay 
Thompson, Robin Wagner 
Van Orden, Peter Lee 
Verde, Eve Mary 
Vilos, James D. 
Walker , Douglas M. 
Wassom, Robert Earl Jr. 
Watts, Faye Poulsen 
Wes ton, H. Randall 
Whittington, Richard Wade 
Wiesemann, Lee Jackson 
Williams, Patricia Ann 
Wirth, Randolph Lee 
Wood, Twila Leishman 
Yamasaki, Sheldon Grant 
Yarema, Peter Ill 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Albee, Michael Howard 
Aldrich, James William 
Althoff, Paul Ernest 
Ardissono, Ronald J. 
Ausherman, Denton Lloyd 
Beck, Leland Steven 
Beck, Thomas David Isenhower 
Bell, David Cy 
Berg , Craig Pemberton 
Bistryski, Joseph Robert 
Blakeslee, Mark Alan 
Bonta, James Victor 
Borup, Charles W. 
Brackett , Robert L. 
Bronson, Kenneth Vern 
Buehler, Richard J. 
Bulkley, Russell Brown 
Burns, John Pugh 
Bush, Brian J . 
Cass, James David 
Chaplin, Sheldon Wright Jr. 
Chinault, Stephen Eugene 
Clark, Jeffery William 
Collette, Michael Edward 
Cooper , Terrence Lee 
Cornelius, Albert E. Ill 
Cote, Randall Arthur 
Coyle, Karen Rae Parker 
Craighead, Charles S. 
Craw, Delroy Louis 
Cross, Franklin James 
Cross, Verlin Kent 
Dahling, George Harvey 
Dayton, Keith Charles 
Demers, Paul Stanley 
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Despain, Thomas H. 
Dickinson, Bobbie Carl 
Droegemeier, Alan Terry 
Durman, Dan William 
Erskine, I van 
Eyre, Jesse Jay 
Fjeld, James Thomas 
Foerster, David Francis 
Foote, James Richard 
Fraser, William R. 
Gardner, Reed Edmund 
Garman, Ronnie Gene 
Gasiorowski, Karl E. 
Gerrish, Philip A. 
Gill, David Ross 
Glasgow, Gregory Alan 
Gunn, Carol Kay 
Haines, Brent Jacwill 
Hall, Max Lynn 
Harles, Neil Edward 
Harris, Ellis Dean 
Hawley, Richard Bruce 
Heiselmeyer, Robert M. 
Hellie, Robert B. 
Hinojosa, Gilberto 
Hlavaty, Larry Jay 
Hoagland, Michael Douglas 
Hoggan, Heber Grant 
Hollis, David Jackson 
Houston, Dee Fred Jr. 
Howell, Roger DeWayne 
Hutchison, Thomas Kirk 
Jennings John Allen 
Johnson, Barry J. 
Jones, Ronald William 
Kaney , Lynn Fredrick 
Kawashima, Irving K. 
Keene, Harold Ario 
Kelsey, Margaret Selena 
Kemph, Merlyn D. II 
Kerr, Charl es Waters III 
Kevit, Gary Charles 
Koehler, Paul Daniel 
Leake, John Albert 
Leavitt, James Wilford 
Lefgren, David E. 
Leppink, John David 
Ludy, Kenneth John 
Mattheus , Ono Ernst 
McWhirter, David Craig 
Mercer, Terry Shelton 
Miles, Tim Arnold 
Muir, Joseph Johnstone 
Munz, Victoria Louise 
Nehring, Carson Dan 
Nehrling, Tom Eric 
Nelson, Randy Lee 
Nielson, Robert J. 
Nielson, Steven Douglas 
Norton, Jeffrey Lynn 
Owens, David Edward 
Padian, John Bruce 
Parkin, William Alvin 
Paugh, James Everett 
Pa vol, Kenneth Wayne 
Pearson, Robert McFarlan 
Penner, Steven Paul 
Peterson, Keith Melroy 
Reiner, Alvin Stephen 
Robb, David Ernest 
Roberts, Dean L. Jr . 
Rost, Gregory Ray 
Schmidt, Thomas Andrew 
Schulthess, Don 
Schulze, Richard Frederick Jr . 
Shaw, Joseph Norman 
Shaw, Sylvia 
Smith , Rodney Victor 
Snead, Vernon Stewart 
Snider, Jerry Alan 
Sorenson, Craig Hoyle 
Souter, Robert Del 
Standage, Richard W. 
Standley , William Henry 
Stefansen, Scott Brain 
Stenquist, Scott Marshall 
Stevens, Clinton Douglas 
Stiteler , Raymond H. 
Stock , Richard Dwayne 
Stull, Lenard Norman 
Sullivan, Timothy Edward 
Svilich, Richard Joseph 
Taylor, Bryce Dee 
Tueller, Todd Teuscher 
Waller, David Lee 
Warrick, Curtis William 
Weist, Lamont Eugene 
Wells, George Russell 
Wenos, David Lee 
West, John R. Jr . 
Williams, Richard Lyle 
Winton, Douglas E. 
Wright, Bill Norman 
Wright, Karl J. 
Yoder, Kenneth Dale 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
RALPH M . JOHNSON , DEAN 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Adams, Karl B. 
Allan, Stephen John 
Allan, Vicki Lee Hurst 
Allen, Jay Ellis 
Anderson, Roger Wilbert 
Anderson, Russell D. 
Andriano, Kim Niles 
Andrus, Charles Mecham 
Badger , Arthur Daniel 
Bair, Ralph Karl 
Barben, Archie Keith 
Bartlett, Robert J. 
Baugh, Paul Robert 
Bauman, John D. 
Bell, Randy Lane 
Berry, Douglas J. 
Bodily, Susan 
Braman, Jeffrey Carl 
Brannan, James Richard 
Bridges, Kathy Lynne 
Burke, Robert John 
Burr, Ronald Glen 
Butler, William T. 
Card, Benjamin Dee 
Chadwick, ,Jean 
Chambers, Richard Steven 
Chapman, Craig T. 
Charlton, Kevin H. 
Child , Melvin Raun 
Christensen, Gail Lee 
Christensen, Lucy 
Christensen, Randall R. 
Christensen, Randy B. 
Christensen, Ted LaMar 
Conn, Richard W. 
Coon, Gerald Lynn 
Cooper, Judyth Tuttle 
Crawford, Marianne 
Davis, Brent W. 
Davis, Cliff Bybee 
Dittmer, Norval Kent 
Draney, Randall G. 
Egan, Richard Laswell 
Eisen , Judith Susan 
Evans, John Blake 
Evans, Mary Lynn 
Fajen, John Martin 
Flavel, Cathie 
Fowler , Eunice Ewing 
Gasser, Stephen B. 
Gittins, Rodney Lee 
Gravis, Curtis J . 
Greenwood, Dale William 
Griffith, David A. 
Gwilliam, Robert Lefler 
Hascall , Patrick Allen 
Helgeson , Steven Paul 
Hinde, George Keve n 
Hogan, Rosemar y 
Huang, Ming-Shih 
Hunt, Lynn Richard 
Hurst, Craig LeRoy 
Johnson, Michael B. 
Jones, Gary Lee 
Kelly, Janet 
Kerr, Martha 
Kimbrough, Diane Yorgason 
Kirk, Claudia Miller 
Koenig, Deborah Louise 
Krikorian, Debra Jan e 
Larson, Barbara 
Lechtenberg, Gary Lynn 
Lundberg, Brent Dee 
Lundberg, Brian Lee 
Marcusen, David C. 
Marshall, Kim Arthur 
McClellan, Patrick H. 
Mearian, Joseph C. 
Merrill , Randall Jam es 
Michaelsen, Dee Ann Emett 
Monroe, Tansy Lee 
Morley, David Rowland 
Morrison, Kent Tay ior 
Moss, Richard L. 
Ng, Clement Yun-Hong 
Nielsen, Douglas Brent 
Okada, Trudy Yumiko 
Oliverson, Michael G. 
Ollett, Susan Kenny 
Packer, Ned Albert 
Peters, Skiff Eugene 
Peterson, Ann Mari e Blakely 
Peterson, Frank E. 
Peterson, Martin Wyatt 
Pettit, Lynne Alan 
Pyne, Ivan Darn~! 
Reed, Bruce LeRoy 
Rees, Cardiff Kay 
Reynolds, Jan e Anne 
Reynolds , Jay Bryan 
Richards, Ann 
Ricks, Karen Isakson 
Rowe, Eric Lewis 
Rudeen, Paul Kevin 
Saadat, Syed Abdolhamid 
Sanders, Raymond Craig 
Scholes, Laurele e 
Slater, Robert Bruce 
Spaulding, Bradley B. 
Sporre, Polly A. 
Steadman , James R. 
Stone, Mark Lee 
Suisse, David Charles 
Swift, Scott D. 
Thompson, Donna Elaine 
Thompson, Leland Ross 
Thompson, Paul Dennis 
Thorne, Lawr ence Ray 
Thorsted, Wayne Aaron 
Tucker , Stephen Mark 
Van Orden, Jay Wallace 
Wankier, Judy 
Weierman, David Ross 
Whit e, Thomas David 
Whit ehead, Nancy Joyc e 
Wier, Withrow Gil 
Wilson, Gary Alan 
Winkler , Melvin Eugene 
Ziemkiewic z, Paul F. 
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RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS 
MILITARY SCIENCE 
Graduates presented a Commission as Second Lieutenant. 
United States Army. at earlier unit ceremonies. 
Asterisk indicates a Distinguished Graduate. 
Allen, James C. 
Anderson, George T. 
Baker, Stanford C. 
Barnes, Richard P. 
Barton, Don S. 
Butterfield, H. Blake, Jr. 
Cook, Allen R. 
Davis, Brent W. 
*Draney, Randall G. 
*Dunn, Steven E. 
*Flowers, Lee E. 
Gabrish, William S. 
Gill, John W. 
Guymon, Maughan M. 
Hansen, Brent W. 
*Hayes, Clinton C., Jr. 
James, William C. 
Jones, Terry P. 
Karren , S. Bruce 
Keate, Jeffrey R. 
Lemon, Leon M. 
*Longhurst, Craig P. 
*Lyon, Alan J. 
Lyons, Michael J. 
*Marshall, Gary R. 
Naruse, Donald M. 
Nelson, Thomas L. 
Orwin, Terry D. 
AIR SCIENCE 
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Graduates presented a Commission as Second Lieutenant. 
United States Air Force. at earlier ceremonies . 
Asterisk indicates a Distinguished Graduate. 
Alsop, Bruce T. 
*Badger, Arthur D. 
*Ballard, Ernest J . III 
Becker, Peter J. 
Bishop, Ronald R. 
Bright, Dennis D. 
Christenson, Rick D. 
*Clawson, Frank W. 
Cook, Gary H. 
Craner, Kent J. 
*Davis, Clair S. 
*Esch, Patricia A. 
Fusselman, James H. 
Griffin, Gary F. 
*Hansen, Kevin P. 
Harper, Wayne D. 
Harrison, Richard F. 
Heiselmeyer, Robert M. 
Humpherys, Willard D. 
Jenkins, Glayd F. 
Jones, Gary L. 
Kearl, Leonard C. Jr. 
Kemp, Larry L. 
Lechtenberg, Gary L. 
Lechtenberg, Norman R. 
Martin, James S. 
*Miller, Joel A. 
Miller, Lynn J. 
Morrison, Kent T. 
Neal, Parris C. 
Nelsen, Clark K. 
Oliverson, Michael G. 
Osborne, John E. 
Padian, John B. 
*Pierce, Benjamin J. 
Poulsen, Orson L. 
*Pugmire, Kimball W. 
Shearer, Jay N. 
*Starman, Calvin D. 
Talayumptewa, David N. 
*Tarbet, Brian L. 
*Vaughan, Dan E. 
Widdison, Perry R. 
*Willey, James C. 
Wright, Karl J. 
Zwonitzer, Donald R. 
Reed, Bruce L. 
Rees, Cardiff K. 
*Robinson, David W. 
Scott, Glen K. Jr . 
Slaugh, Carl E. 
*Sparrow, Dennis L. 
Taylor, Terry D. 
Thompson, Paul D. 
Thornley, Paul D. 
*Varga, William A. 
Vause, Mark W. 
Weston, Harold R. 
Wilkins, Gary 
Willis, Ward T. 
Wilson, Doyle V. 
Wootton, Gregory V. 
THE SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
ELDON J. GARDNER, DEAN 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
ADAMS, VIRGIL DEAN 
Grace, Idaho 
BS: Idaho State University, 1966 
Major: Chem istry 
Major Professor: Dr. Richard C. Anderson 
Dissertation: Approaches to the Synthesis of trans-15, 
16- Dimethyl-2, 7-Diaza-15, 16-Dihydropyrenes and a 
New Synthesis of 4(3H)-Pyrimidiones 
AL-SAAD!, HUSSAIN ALI 
Nasria, Iraq 
MS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Dr. Herman H. Wiebe 
Dissertation: The Relationship Between Matric Wa -
ter and Related Physiological Properties 
AL-SALAMI, AMIN ABDUL-JABBAR 
Basrah, Iraq 
MS: Utah State University , 1969 
Major: Bacteriology 
Major Professor: Dr . Larre Egbert 
Dissertation: Purification and Properties of 
L-asparaginase (L-asparagine amidahydrolase, 
EC 3.5.1.1) from bacillus kaustaphilurs 
ANDERSON, WAYNE JAY 
Logan, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Physics 
Major Professor: Dr. Wilford N. Hansen 
Dissertation: Electroreflectance and Conductance 
Measurements in Electrochemistry 
BACDAYAN, ANDREW WANGDALI 
Sagada, Phillipines 
MS: Michigan State University, 1962 
Major: Economics 
Major Professor: Professor Kenneth S. Lyon 
Dissertation: The Supply of Public School Teachers in 
the U.S.: A Study in Human Capital Theory 
BARBER, RUSSELL BENNETT 
Syracuse, Utah 
MS: Brigham Young University, 1967 
Major: Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr . P. Thomas Blotter 
Dissertation: Component Mode Dynamic Analysis of 
Multistory Frames with Shear Walls 
BENNETT, BRYCE D. 
Thatcher, Idaho 
MS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Dr . Frank B. Salisbury 
Dissertation: Mitochondrial Activity of Hardened and 
Non-hardened Rye (Secule cereal L.) Plants 
Exposed to Freezing Temperatures 
BENNETI, RONALD CLYDE 
Burley, Idaho 
MS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major : Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr. Glendon Casto 
Dissertation: The Comparative Effects of Two Rein -
forcement Schedules Applied to Groups in Teaching 
Arithmetic Skills 
BETHERS, BARTON L 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1949 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor : Professor A. H. Holmgren 
Dissertation : A Biosystemati c Study of the Saxifraga 
rhomboi.dea complex 
BRINK, C. HOLDEN 
Palo Alto, California 
MS: University of Alaska, 1964 
Major: Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Jessop B. Low 
Dissertation: A Comparison of Consumer's Surplus 
and Monopoly Revenue Estimates of Recreatio nal 
Value for Two Utah Waterfowl Marshes 
CHANCE, PAUL BRADLEY 
Glen Burnie, Maryland 
MA: University of Northern Colorado, 1966 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor : Dr. David Stone 
Dissertation: Increasing Resistance to the Negative 
Effects of Set 
CHARLTON, ROBERT ELDRED 
Ogden, Utah 
MA: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr. Michael R. Bertoch 
Dissertation: The Effects of Mobile Assisted Career 
Exploration on the Career Development of Rural 
Nint h Grade Students 
CHRISTENSEN, MARK GUYMON 
Huntington, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr . Keith T. Checketts 
Dissertation : The Validity of Awarding Credit by 
Examination in English Composition 
CHU, MIN-SHOUNG 
Taipei, Taiwan 
MS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Engineering 
Major Professor : Dr. C. L. Chen 
Dissertation: Hydrodynamics of Runoff from Road 
Surfaces Under Moving Rainstorms 
CROW, ROBERT EVAN 
Seattle, Washington 
MS: Eastern Washington State College, 1969 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl D. Cheney 
Dissertation: Schedule-induced Aggression in the 
Pigeon 
DAFT ARIAN, KAMBIZ 
Teheran, Iran 
MS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major : Engineering 
Major Professor: Professor Vance T. Christiansen 
Dissertation: Dynamic Res ponse of the Landing 
Mat to Aircraft Landing 
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DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (Continued) 
DAVIS , ALLEN LYNN 
Clifton, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Roland W. Jeppson 
Diss ertation: Solving Three -dimensional Potential 
Flow Problems by Means of an Inverse Formula -
tion and Finite Differences 
DEDRICK, ALLEN RAY 
Red Cloud, Nebraska 
MS: University of Nebraska, 1963 
Major : Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr . Larry G. King 
Dissertation: Air Pr essures Over Reservoir , Canal , 
and Water Catchment Surfaces Exposed to Wind 
DUODU, YEBOA A. 
Agona Nsaba, Ghana 
MS: Utah State University, 1968 
Ma ior : Zoolo2v 
Major Professor: Dr. Donald W. Davis 
Dissertation : Host -Parasite Relationship Studies of 
the Larval Alfalfa Weevil and the Ichneumonid 
Parasit e Bathyplectes curculionis (Thomson) 
DUS EJA, DESH RAJ 
Nagrota Bagwan, India 
MS: Punjab Agriculture University, 1963 
Major : Soil Science and Biometeorology 
Major Professor: Dr. Raymond W. Miller 
Dissertation : Adsorption-desorption and Movement 
of Picloram · (4-amino-3,5,6-trichloropicolinic acid) 
in soils 
DYER , ARCHIE ALLEN 
Susanville , California 
MS: Utah State University , 1968 
Major : Economics 
Major Professor : Dr. B. Delworth Gardner 
Dissertation : Timber Harvesting and Regional Income 
Distribution 
GIBBY, DAVID DUANE 
Ogden, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Dr. Frank B. Salisbury 
Dissertation: Xanthium strumarium L. : Extraction and 
Assay of Promotive Principles-Additional Investiga-
tions into Inhibition of Flowering 
GREEN, BECKY LEE 
Bakersfield, California 
BA: Humboldt State College, 1967 
Major: Range Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Martyn M. Caldwell 
Dissertation: Autecological Life History Studies of Two 
Geraniums: Geranium richardsonii and ' Geranium 
nervosum 
GREEN, THOMAS WILLIAM 
Pasadena, California 
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MA: California State University-Humboldt, 1970 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Dr. Ivan G. Palmblad 
Dissertation: Factors affecting the ecology of Astra-
galus cibarius and Astragalus utahensis, with 
Emphasis on the Role of Insects 
GRIFFIN, ROBERT ALFRED 
Galt, California 
MS: University of California-Davis , 1968 
Major : Soil Science and Biometeorology 
Major Professor: Dr. J.J . Jurinak 
Dissertation: The Kinetics and Energetics of Phos-
phate Interaction with Calcite 
HAN, RUEY -YUAN 
Kangshan, Taiwan 
MS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Engineering 
Major Professor : Dr . Lawrence R. Megill 
Dissertation: The Infrared Atmospheric Emission of 
Molecular Oxygen in the Equatorial Night Sky 
HANSON , CLAYTON LEROY 
Belfield, North Dakota 
MS: University of Idaho, 1962 
Major: Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr . J. Paul Riley 
Dissertation: Model for Predicting Evapotranspira -
tion from Native Rangelands in the Northern Great 
Plains 
HAYCOCK, RALPH HUGH 
Hyrum, Utah 
MS: University of Utah, 1968 
Major: Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Doran J . Baker 
Dissertation: A Gas Lubricated Precision Platform 
for Interferametric Measur ements 
HEAPS , MELVIN GEORGE 
Concord, California 
BS: Brigham Young University , 1967 
Major : Physics 
Major Professor : Dr . Lawrence R. Megill 
Dissertation : Circulation in the High Latitude Ther -
mosphere Due to Electric Field and Joule Heating 
HILL, ROBERT WIMMER 
St. Anthony, Idaho 
MCE: Brigham Young University , 1969 
Major : Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr . J. Paul Riley 
Dissertation: A Computer Model of the Hydrologic 
and Salinity Flow System in a River Basin 
HINZE , BRENT M. 
Carnation, Washington 
MEd: Central Washington State College, 1965 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor : Dr . Glendon Casto 
Dissertation: A Follow-Up of Decision Changes from 
the ACT Profile for Freshmen at USU 
HIRST, STANLEY MALCOLM 
Pretoria, Republic of South Africa 
MS: University of Pretoria, 1967 
Major Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Frederick H. Wagner 
Dissertation: Habitat Selection by Large Wild Ungu-
lates and Some Aspects of the Energy Flow in a Sub-
Tropical African Savanna Woodland Ecosystem 
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DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (Continued) 
IRVINE, STANLEY RAY JR. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr. Eldon J. Gardner 
Dissertation: Mechanism of a Temperative Dependent 
Spotted Eye Phenotype in DrosophikL mel.onogaster 
JENSEN, EARL RICHARD JR. 
LaCrosse, Wisconsin 
MA: Humboldt State College, 1968 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Professor Arthur H. Holmgren 
Dissertation: A Taxonomic Study of Single Spikelet 
Elymus Species of Western United States 
KEITH , JOHN E. 
Boise, Idaho 
MA: Utah State University, 1972 
Major : Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Jay C. Andersen 
Dissertation: The Economic Efficiency of Inter-Basin 
Transfers of Agricultural Water in Utah: A Math -
ematical Programming Approach 
KELLEY, GARY LEE 
Liscomb, Iowa 
MS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr. Datus M. Hammond 
Dissertation: Fine Structural Aspects of Develop-
ment of Eimeria ninakohlyakimovae in Cultured Cells 
KOLB, LAWRENCE PAUL 
Lansing, Michigan 
MS: University of California, Berkeley, 1968 
Major: Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. E . J. Middlebrooks 
Dissertation: Transport and Distribution of Dimethyl 
Mercury in the Aquatic Ecosystem 
LINDBERG, FREDERICK HJALMER 
Turtle Lake, Wisconsin 
MS: University of Wyoming, 1967 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr. Roland G. Bergeson 
Dissertation: The Effects of a Token Economy on 
Epileptic Seizure Rates 
LUCAS, WARREN C-
Joliet, Illinois 
MS: Illinois State University, 1969 
Major: Sociology 
Major Professor: Dr . There! R. Black 
Dissertation: Negative Stereotypes as a Deterrent 
to Marijuana Use 
LUNDAHL, CRAIG RAYMOND 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
MS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Sociology 
Major Professor: Dr. Yun Kim 
Dissertation: Labor Force Projections for the 
State of Utah, 1970-2000 
MAHMOUD!, KOOROS MOHIT 
Mashhad, Iran 
MS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Sociology 
Major Professor: Dr. Yun Kim 
Dissertation: Net Migration as a Factor Affecting 
Metropolitan Growth in Utah: 1950 to 1970 
MEYN, RICHARD L. 
Erie, Pennsylvania 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Forest Science 
Major Professor : Dr. George E. Hart 
Dissertation: Internal Water Potential of an Englemann 
Spruce Stand in Relation to Soil and Atmospheric 
Factors 
NELSON, LEWIS JR. 
Davis, California 
MS: Utah State University , 1970 
Major: Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Jessop B. Low 
Dissertation: An Analysis of Hunter Demographics 
and Attitudes Toward the 1970-71 Waterfowl Point 
System Seas ons in the Atlantic, Mississippi , 
and Central Flyways 
OLSEN, DONNA M. CORN 
Wooster, Ohio 
MS: Utah State University, 1965 
Major: Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Frederick H. Wagner 
Dissertation: Mechanisms of Population Regulation 
in Confined Colonies of Peromyscus maniculatur 
(Wagner) and the Response to Exploitation 
PARKER, ROBERT 
Laramie, Wyoming 
MS: University of Wyoming, 1967 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Dr. M. Coburn Williams 
Dissertation: Effect of Various Nitrogen Sources 
on the Metabolism of Miserotoxin in Astragalus 
miser Doug!. ex Hook. 
PA UL, HERBERT ASHLEY 
Maxwell, California 
MS: University of California-Davis, 1960 
Major: Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Glen Stringham 
Dissertation: Theoretical Derivation and Economic 
Evaluation of the Double Centroid and 
Computer Minimized Cost Methods of Calculating 
Slopes for Land Grading 
PEREZ, JOHN CARLOS 
Price, Utah 
MA: Mankato State College, 1969 
Major: Bacteriology 
Major Professor: Dr. Rex S. Spendlove 
Dissertation: Radioimmuno Detection of Virus 
POWELL, G. MORGAN 
Abilene, Kansas 
MS: University of Missouri, 1967 
Major: Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Larry G. King 
Dissertation: A Model of Surface Irrigation and its Use 
for Evaluating Effects of Nonuniform Slope Pro-
file on Water Distribution 
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DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (Continued) 
RICE, BARBARA LOUISE 
Dinuba, California 
MS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major : Botany 
Major Professor : Dr. Ivan G. Palmblad 
Dissertation: Biology of Mimulus guttatus in Thermal 
Areas in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming 
RICHARDS, REX ALTON 
Ogden, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Dr. Herman H. Wiebe 
Dissertation: Effects of Several Solutes and Water 
Stress on Succinic dehydrogenase activity 
RICHARDSON, DAVID 
Atlantic City, New Jersey 
MS: Purdue University, 1967 
Major: Chemistry 
Major Professor: Dr. Terry D. Alger 
Dissertation: Proton Magnetic Resonance Spec-
troscopy Studies of Alcoholic Metal Soluation 
ROBINSON, PAUL WILLIAM 
Orem, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Psychology 
Major Prof essor: Dr . Heber C. Sharp 
Dissertation: The Effects of Teaching Methods 
Experimental Procedures, Grading, and Exam Fre -
quen cy on the Academic Performance of Students 
in Higher Education 
SHIEH , JII 
Lu-Chu Hsiang, Taiwan 
BS: National Taiwan University, 1964 
Major: Plant Nutrition and Biochemistry 
Major Professor: Dr. George W. Cochran 
Dissertation: Incorporation of Protoporphyrin IX 
into chlorophyll a and Purification and Properties 
of (-) -s-adenosyl-1-methionine--magnesium protopor-
phyrin 
SKOVRON , MARK ALLEN 
Cleveland, Ohio 
MA: University of Dayton, 1969 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr. Roland G. Bergeson 
Dissertation: The Mini-Mult: Its Reevaluation and 
Improvement as Related to a Profile Analysis 
Classification Sy stem 
STOUDINGER, ALAN RAMON 
Battle Creek, Michigan 
MS: Colorado State University, 1964 
Major: Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Glen H. Smerage 
Dissertation: System Identification Using Pro-
late Spheroidal Wave Functions 
TAQIEDDIN, NUREDDIN 
Zarka, Jordan 
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MS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. B. Delworth Gardner 
Dissertation: Evaluation of the Impact of Federal 
Participation on the Distribution of Economic Activity 
and Population in the State of Utah 
TAUR, SHARON SHIAO-JUNG 
Taiwan, Republic of China 
MS: University of Missouri , 1967 
Major : Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. W. 0. Carter 
Di s sertation: Stiffness Coefficients for Tapered 
Beam-Columns 
TERREL, TED LEON 
Largo, Indiana 
MS: Purdue University, 1969 
Major: Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Juan Spillett 
Dissertation: Mule Deer Use Patterns as Re-
lated to Pinyon-Juniper Conversion in Utah with 
Management Recommendations 
TU , KUEN-CHING 
Canton, China 
MS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Bacteriology 
Major Professor: Dr. Rex S. Spendlove 
Dissertation: Immunofluorescent Study of In-
fectious Pancreatic Necrosis (IPN) Virus 
VAHORA, GULAMNABI Y. 
Mehmedabad, India 
MS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major:Bacteriology 
Major Professor: Dr. F. J. Post 
Dissertation: Proteolytic Enzymes of Lactic Strep-
tococci and Their Use in Improving Body and 
Te xture of Direct Acid Cottage Cheese 
VIRMANI, MRIDULIKA 
Jaipur, India 
MS: University of Rajasthan, 1967 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Dr. Raymond I. Lynn 
Dissertation: Effects of Six Herbicides on 
Three Common Fresh Water Algae 
WALLER, GORDON DAVID 
Galesville , Wisconsin 
MS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr. George E. Bohart 
Dissertation: Chemical Differences Between Nec-
tar of Onion and Competing Plant Species and 
Probable Effects on Attractiveness to 
Pollinators 
WILLIAMS, THOMAS LARRY 
Cedar City, Utah 
MS: Utah State Univerisity, 1966 
Major: Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. B. Delworth Gardner 
Dissertation: Transportation and Public Service 
Costs for Rural Communities of Various Sizes 
YOUNG, JEANNE PAYNE 
Dalhart, Texas 
MSW: Our Lady of the Lake College, 1956 
Major: Sociology 
Major Professor: Dr. Yun Kim 
Dissertation: Dominant Values, Referral Behaviors 
and Labeling by the Juvenile Court 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
ALLEN, DELL K. 
Cove, Utah 
MS: Brigham Young University, 1966 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl R. Wallis 
Dissertation: Curriculum Performance Objectives for 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
ANCTIL, DONALD EDWARD 
San Jose, California 
MA: San Jose State College, 1968 
Major: Curriculum Development and Supervision 
Major Professor: Dr. James P . Sha ver 
Dissertation: Dogmatism and Philosophy: Their 
Relation to Teacher Acceptance and Understanding 
of the New Social Studies 
RATES, JAMES DEXTER 
Burns, Oregon 
MEd: Uta h State University, 1966 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Charles 0. Ryan 
Dissertation: An Analysis of Two Variables in Group 
Process Training as Measured by Cattell's Six-
teen Personality Traits 
BOROFF, GEORGE CLIFFORD 
Lansing, Michigan 
MA: Michigan State University, 1963 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. James A. Jacobson 
Dissertation: Perceptions of Faculty Toward Organi -
zationa l Climate of a Community College as Related to 
Certain Variables Pertaining to the Conditions 
of Employment 
BOYCE, HAROLD W. 
Cedar City, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Curriculum Development and Supervision 
Major Professor: Dr . Max F. Dalby 
Dissertation: A Graduate-Oriented Evaluation of the 
Music Education Curricula or' Four State College-
University Systems in Utah 
BRUNTLETT, JOHN EUGENE 
Cheney, Washington 
MS: Washington State University, 1962 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl R. Wallis 
Dissertation: A Computer Assisted Simulation to Plan 
the Program of an Area Vocational School 
CANN A VA, ERNEST J . 
Fishkill, New York 
MS: State University of New York at Albany, 1964 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Terrance E. Hatch 
Dissertation: A Study of Principal-Teacher Relation-
ship as a Result of Roles Played by Principles 
in Collective Bargaining 
CHATBURN, DEAN NIMROD 
Boise, Idaho 
MS: Utah State University, 1951 
Major: Curriculum Development and Supervision 
Major Professor: Dr. Malcom E. Allred 
Dissertation: The Influence of Selected Kindergarten 
Programs on Pupil Achievement, in Language 
Social Studies, and Mathematics at the First 
Grade Level 
DECKER, DALE HAROLD 
LaGrande, Oregon 
MS: Eastern Oregon College, 1967 
Major: Curriculum Development and Supervision 
Major Professor: Dr. James P. Shaver 
Dissertation: Replication: A Teaching Technique and its 
Impact on Student Open-Closed Mindedness 
ELLIS, RULON M. 
Pocatello, Idaho 
MS: University of Idaho, 1955 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Charles 0. Ryan 
Dissertation: The Development of Guidelines for 
Use in Designing In-Service Training Programs for 
Staff Members of Schools Which Exhibit Closed 
Climates 
ERICKSEN, K. EARL 
Morgan, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Curriculum Development and Supervision 
Major Professor: Dr. Max F. Dalby 
Dissertation: A Comparison of Three Teaching Proce -
dures Used in the Development of Improving In-
tonation in Clarinet Performance 
FOX, BOYD 
Ririe , Idaho 
MEd: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Curriculum Development and Supervision 
Major Professor: Dr. Richard S. Knight 
Dissertation: Retraining Experienced Teachers : A 
Study of Changes 
HOFFMAN, ROBERT HAROLD 
Renville, Minnesota 
MS: Mankato State College, 1969 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Robert A. Wininger 
Dissertation: Prototype For a New Approach to 
Higher Education 
JURIS, ANDREW PETER 
Klamath Falls, Oregon 
MS: Southern Connecticut State College, 1963 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Robert A. Wininger 
Dissertation: A Study of the In-Service Training Pro-
gram of the Klamath County School District in 
Relation to a Model for Improvement 
KARO, JAMES EUGENE 
Ogden, Utah 
ME: College of William and Mary, 1964 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Terrance E. Hatch 
Dissertation: A Model for a Vocational-Technical 
High School Training Program in a Multi-District 
School 
KAUSHIK, SURESH CHANDER 
Fatehpur, Haryana, India 
MEd: Montana St.ate University, 1971 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Robert A. Wininger 
Dissertation: Some Background Considerations to the 
Establishment of a Consortium of Four Inter -
mountain St.ates, in the Area of lndependrnt 
Study 
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KEEP, ROGER LESLIE 
San Luis Obispo, California 
MS: Stout State University, 1968 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl Wallis 
Dissertation: A Comparison of the Teaching Activities 
by Practical Arts and Business Education Teachers 
who are Involved in Both Secondary School Edu-
catio n and Adult Education 
KEY, LARRY CARLTON 
Sacra mento, California 
MS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Charles 0. Ryan 
Dissertation: Characteristics of School Administra-
tors as They Relate to Their Willingness to 
Support Career Education 
KU, GEORGE C. 
Logan, Utah 
MS: Southern Illinois University, 1968 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Neill C. Slack 
Dissertation: An Analytical Study of the 1971-72 Co-op 
Vocational Program in Utah with Comparison to a 
State Guideline of Co-op Vocational Programs 
LANG, TING CHIH 
Taipei, Taiwan 
BS: Soochow University, 1961 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Basil C. Hansen 
Dissertation: School Systems in Communist China 
LEROHL, JERRY B 
Ogden, Utah 
MEd: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Educational Administration 
Dissertation: A Model For a Vocational-Technical 
High School Training Program in a Multi-
District School 
LOWE, JAMES ALLEN 
Kaysville, Utah 
MS: Ne•.v Mexico Highlands University, 1963 
Major: Curriculum Development and Supervision 
Major Professor: Dr. Walter L. Saunders 
Dissertation: Relationships Between Attitudes and 
the Acquisition of Certain Teaching Behaviors 
Using Microteaching 
MARTIN, LOREN 
Pinedale, Wyoming 
MS: Stout State University, 1966 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Austin G. Loveless 
Dissertation: An Analysis of Area Interests and Em-
ployment Projections With a Recommended Program 
of Study and Educational Specifications for an 
Area Vocational Center for San Juan County, 
Utah 
MARTINEZ, CHARLES LEO 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 
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ME: Eastern New Mexico University, 1968 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Terrance E . Hatch 
Dissertation: Design and Evaluation of a Pre-Technical 
Teaching Unit in Mathematics for the Under-
achieving 
MILLER, JAMES MATHESON 
Cedar City, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. James P. Shaver 
Dissertation: Teaching Critical Thinking Through Stu-
dent Self Analysis of Video Taped Seminar Dis-
cussions 
NASH, ROBERT TERRY 
Riverton, Wyoming 
MEd: University of Wyoming, 1966 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Alan Hofmeister 
Dissertation: A Special Education Reseai-ch Test for 
the Assessment of Critical Reading Abilities 
NELSON, FRANK E. 
Cheney, Washington 
MS: Eastern Washington State College, 1967 
Major: Curriculum Development and Supervision 
Major Professor: Dr. Lloyd W. Bartholome 
Dissertation: Evaluating Office Practice Simulation 
Programs in Utah 
NEVILLE, JOHN JOSEPH 
Onamia, Minnesota 
BA: Hastings College, 1963 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Charles 0. Ryan 
Dissertation: Planning an Evaluation-System for 
Crosier Seminary Junior College 
OKADA, EDWARD S. 
Hawi, Hawaii 
MEd: University of Hawaii, 1964 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. James A. Jacobson 
Dissertation: A Study of the Relationship Between 
Decision-Making of Selected School Administra-
tive Districts and Organizational Climate of 
Selected Schools of Hawaii 
POTTER, DENIS A 
Castro Valley, California 
MS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Neill C. Slack 
Dissertation: A Comparison of Selected Interests 
and Demands of Parents, Teachers, Counse-
lors, and Administrators as they Relate to the 
Role of Career Education in Grades K-12 in the 
Weber County School District 
REA VIS, H. KENTON 
Eugene, Oregon 
MS: University of Oregon 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Alan Hofmeister 
Dissertation: Development and Validation of a Med-
iated Basic Math Facts Teaching Program for 
Application by Parents 
ROCK, BRENT LE ROY 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Robert A. Wininger 
Dissertation: A Random Attendance Procedure 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION (Continued) 
ROTH, MARVIN J . 
Reno, Nevada 
ME: University of Nevada at Reno, 1957 
Major : Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Charles 0. Ryan 
Dissertation: Career Awareness in the Elementary 
School 
RY AN, RICHARD MICHAEL 
Montreal, Canada 
MAT: St. Michael's College, 1968 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. James A. Jacobson 
Dissertation: A Study of the Role of the Elementary 
Principal in the Province of Quebec 
STOWITSCHEK, JOSEPH JAMES 
Salem, Oregon 
MS: Oregon College of Education, 1969 
Major : Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Alan Hofmeister 
Dissertation: Validation of Minicourse 5 for Special 
Education 
SWANSON, HARLAN L. 
Worland, Wyoming 
BS: University of Oregon, 1963 
Major: Curriculum Development and Supervision 
Major Professor: Dr. Dale 0. Nelson 
Dissertation: An Evaluation of Selected Methods of 
Recovery from Fatigue 
TALBOTT, LAURENCE FLETCHER 
San Luis Obispo, California 
MBA: University of Southern California, 1965 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. John F. VanDerslice 
Dissertation: The Development of Four -Year Pro-
grams Designated Industrial Technology by 
Colleges and Universities in the United States 
to 1970 
THOMPSON, JACK SMITH 
Pocatello, Idaho 
EdS: Idaho State University, 1971 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. James A. Jacobson 
Dissertation: Longitudinal Study of Student Self-
Concept and Academic Achievement 
THOMPSON, JOHN HARMON 
Rexburg, Idaho 
MEd: Brigham Young University, 1961 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Robert A. Wininger 
Dissertation: Perceptions Concerning the Role Expec-
tations and Role Behavior of the Collegiate 
Director 
THORPE, HAROLD WILLIAM 
Janesville, Wisconsin 
MS: University of Wisconsin, 1970 
Major: Curriculum Development and Supervision 
Major Professor: Dr. Alan Hofmeister 
Dissertation: Validation of a Teacher Self-Account -
ability Program 
THURSTON, STEPHEN WOOD 
Hyde Park, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor : Dr. Terrance E. Hatch 
Dessertation: A Dropout Prevention Program for the 
Cache County School District 
TOBIN, GERALD W. 
Fountain City, Wisconsin 
MS: Stout State University, 1965 
.Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Austin G. Loveless 
Dissertation: The Status of Industrial Education in 
Minnesota Higher Education with Comparisons 
to a Theoretical Model 
TROCHLIL, BENNETT L. 
Cloquet, Minnesota 
MA: University of Minnesota, 1967 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. ,James A. Jacobson 
Dissertation: The Relationship Between School and 
Municipal Government Officials in Selected 
Cities in the State of Utah 
WHITE, THOMAS MONTGOMERY 
Portland, Oregon 
MS: Oregon College of Education, 1969 
Major: Curriculum Development and Supervision 
Major Professor: Dr. Alan Hofmeister 
Dissertation: Development and Validation of an Audio 
Tutorial Program in Spelling 
WILLIAMS, RONNIE EUGENE 
Sanger, California 
MS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Curriculum Development and Supervision 
Major Professor: Dr. Ted Ivarie 
Dissertation: The Teaching of Critical Thinking 
Skills by the Socratic Method in Selected Units 
of Introduction to Business 
CIVIL ENGINEER 
YEGIN, HUSEYIN 
Ankara, Turkey 
MS: Utah State University, 1960 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Gordon H. Flammer 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
ALLEN, RICHARD CARDELL 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University , 1954 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Prof essor: Dr . Terrance E. Hatch 
GALLOWAY, PARL 
Vernal, Utah 
BS: Southern Utah State, 1968 
Major : Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Terrance E . Hatch 
GRAVES, JOSEPH ALBERT 
Ogden, Utah 
MS: University of Utah , 1967 
Major : Educational Administration 
Major Profes sor: Dr. Robert A. Wininger 
GRIFFIN, BRUCE T. 
Ogden, Utah 
MS: Utah State University , 1965 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr . Terrance E. Hatch 
HANSEN, JOHN A. 
College Ward, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor : Dr . Terrance E . Hatch 
JOHNSON , RICHARD KENT 
Ephri am, Utah 
MS: University of Utah , 1967 
Major: Educational Administr a tion 
Major Professor : Dr . James A. Jacobson 
OLSEN, RULON CLAIR 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major : Educational Administration 
Major Professor : Dr . Robert A. Wininger 
PARKER, RAO KEITH 
Ogden, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor : Dr. Robert A. Wininger 
QUIST, S. IVAN 
Huntsville, Utah 
MEd : Utah State University, 1971 
Major : Edu cational Adminis tration 
Major Professor: Dr. Robert A. Wininger 
SHEFFIELD , BECK KENNETH 
Kaysville, Utah 
MS: Brigham Young University, 1969 
Major : Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr . Basil C. Hansen 
STEPHENS, RONALD LLOYD 
Ogden, Utah 
MEd: Utah State University , 1968 
Major : Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr . Terrance E . Hatch 
TUFT, JOHN CARL 
Monroe , Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor : Dr . Basil C. Hansen 
WEST, JAMES L. 
Ogden, Utah 
MEd : Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Terrance E. Hatch 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
ALFERINK, LARRY ALLEN 
Holland, Michigan 
BS: Western Michigan University, 1970 
Major : Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr. E. K. Crossman 
Thesis: The Fixed-Interval 
ALI, ALI DARAG 
Sudan 
BS: Cairo University, 1959 
Major: Range Science 
Major Professor: Dr. B. E. Norton 
Thesis: The Impact of Ranching Development Under 
the Savannah Conditions in the "Baggara" Country 
of Western Sudan 
ALIF AKIOTIS , THOMAS ANTONIOS 
Larisa, Greece 
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BS: University of Thess, 1966 
Major: Animal Science 
Major Professor: Professor Jay W. Call 
Thesis: Experimental Intersexuality in Sheep 
ALLRED, FORREST BRENT 
Ogden , Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor : Dr. J . Clair Batty 
Thesis: Theory and Application of Reverse Osmosis 
and Ultrafiltration 
ANDERSEN, EARL LEE 
Levan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Chemistry 
Major Profe.ssor: Dr . Joseph G. Morse 
Thesis: A Study of the Pyrolysis of p-Anisidine-dich-
loropentafluorophenylborane 
ANDERSON, DOUGLAS RAY 
Twin Falls, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr . Wilford J. Hanson 
Thesis: A Revision of the Genus lteaphila Zetterstedt 
of North America (Diptera: Empididae) 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
AND REW, J. GARRETT 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Civil & Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. David Hendricks 
Thesis: Thermodynamic Analysis of Waste Stabiliza-
tion Ponds 
BACKUS, RUSSEL 
Orem, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Agricultural & Irrigation Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Larry G. King 
Thesis: Field Evaluation of a Computer Model for 
Management of Irrigation Return Flow Quality 
BACHMANN, ROBERT CARL 
Panaca, Nevada 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Biochemistry 
Majo r Professor : Dr. Roger G. Hansen 
Thesis : Essential Tyrosini Residues in Calf Liver Uri-
dine Diphosphoglucose Pyrophospharylase 
BAILEY, LEE M. 
Blackfoot, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr . E. Boyd Wennergren 
Thesis : Irrigation and Non-Irrigation Alternatives for 
Reducing Sugar Cane Transportation Costs in 
Santa Cruz, Bolivia 
BARRY, ROBERT LEWIS 
Denver, Colorado 
BS: University of Colorado, 1967 
Major: Forest Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Perry J. Brown 
Thesis: The Local Interest as a Consideration in the 
Planning of Highway Construction in the Canyon-
lands Region of Southeastern Utah 
BATEMAN, BEVERLY C. 
Tooele, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Frederick S. Berg 
Thesis: Survey of Integration Criteria for Hearing Im-
paired Children 
BATEMAN, RONALD RAO 
Ibapah, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Frederick S. Berg 
Thesis: A Survey of Awareness Programs Regarding 
Infant Hearing Loss 
BEATY, WILLIAM LYNN 
Proctor, Texas 
BA: Tarleton State College, 1971 
Major: Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Darwin B. Nielsen 
Thesis: Some Economic Aspects of Beef Crossbreed-
ing in Utah 
BECK, JAMES ALLEN 
Wagner, South Dakota 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Sociology 
Major Professor: Dr. There! R. Black 
Thesis: A Typology of Communities Based on Interpre-
tive Sociology 
BELNAP, H. LYNN 
Moreland, Idaho 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1963 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Frederick S. Berg 
Thesis: A Program to Teach the Hearing Impaired the 
Oral Distinctions Between Single Objects, Plural 
Objects, and Noncountable Substances 
BENSON , EDWIN C. 
Sacramento, California 
BS: Northern Arizona University, 1967 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor : Professor Art Mendini 
Thesis: Wrestling Coaching Practices at Selected 
Colleges and Universities 
BENSON, GAIL VERDERAMO 
West Orange, New Jersey 
BA: Montclair State College, 1965 
Major : Business Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Edward L. Houghton 
Thesis: Plan B 
BETENSON, DIXIE ROBISON 
Richfield, Utah 
BS: Southern Utah State Coilege, 1970 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr . Thomas S. Johnson 
Thesis: The Effect of Contingent Social Stimuli on Artic-
culation Therapy Performance 
BIESINGER, JAMES CHRISTIAN 
Springville, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major : Geology 
Major Professor: Dr . Raymond L. Kerns, Jr . 
Thesis: Mineral and Chemical Content of the Deep-
water Sediment Sequences of Bear Lake, Utah-
Idaho 
BILBEY, SUE ANN 
Vernal, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Geology 
Major Professor: Dr. Raymond L. Kerns, Jr. 
Thesis: Petrology and Geochemistry of the Morrison 
Formation, Dinosaur Quarry Quadrangle, Utah 
BISHOP, RONALD REID 
Boise, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Owen K. Shupe 
Thesis: The Structural Performance of Polyvinyl Chlo-
ride Pipe Subjected to External Soil Pressure 
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BONANNO, JOSEPH EARL 
Antioch, -California 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Lan·ny J . Nalder 
Thesis: A Comparison of Interval Training on a Track 
with Interval Training Performed on a Treadmill 
BOYLE, GARY LANE 
El Monte, California 
BS: Humboldt State College, 1962 
Major: Forest Science 
Major Professor: Dr. George E. Hart 
Thesis: A Summary of Harvesting Practices and Sedi-
ment Yields in the Douglas-Fir Region of the 
Pacific Northwest 
BRICENO-VALERO, JOSE MAURO 
Merida, Venezuela 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Physics 
Major Professor: Dr. Wilford N. Hansen 
Thesis: Optical Properties of Thin Silver Films 
BROWN, SANDRA THORNE 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Forest Science 
Major Professor: Professor John D. Hunt 
Thesis: Development of Environmental Education 
Field Trip Guides for Elementary School Teachers 
in Cache Valley, Utah 
BUERER, LYNNE. 
Eureka, California 
BS: Humboldt State College, 1971 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Fred W. Kiefer 
Thesis: Design of an Electrolytic Displacement Trans-
ducer 
BURTON, JOHN E . JR. 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Sociology 
Major Professor: Dr. Stan L. Albrecht 
Thesis: The Identification and Analysis of Some Fac-
tors Affecting Migration in Selected Urban and 
Rural Counties of Utah 
BURTON, STEVEN MARK 
Sugar City, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 197.1 
Major: Geology 
Major Professor : Dr. C. T. Hardy 
Thesis: Structural Geology of the Northern Part of 
Clarkston Mountain , Malad Range, Utah-Idaho 
BYRNES, CAROL HUNTER 
Durham, North Carolina 
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BS: Florida State University, 1968 
Major: Family & Child Development 
Major Professor: Dr. Don Carter 
Thesis : The Role of Verbal Incentives and Researcher 
Attitude in the Motivation of Preschool Children 
From Different Socioeconomic Levels 
CALDER, H. B. JR. 
Logan, Utah 
BA: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Richard D. Taylor 
Thesis: Stimulus Complexity and Procedural Influences 
on a Binary Forced -Choice Method of Measuring 
Understandability of Contextual Ulterances 
CALL, DENA LEE (CHILD) 
Afton, Wyoming 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Home Economics & Consumer Education 
Major Professor: Professor Jane Lott 
Thesis: Family Conditions and Practices Related to 
Waste Paper Output 
CANTWELL, LA WREN CE STEPHEN 
Smithfield, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Speech 
Major Professor: Professor W. Ronald Ross 
Thesis: An Oral Interpreter's Approach to the Hum-
orous Sketches and Tales of Mark Twain 
CAPPS , JAMES AARON 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major : Mathe ma tics 
Major Professor: Dr. L. Duane Loveland 
Thesis: Plan B 
CERVEN, DANIEL RICHARD 
Sellersville, Pennsylvania 
BS: Muhlenberg College, 1967 
Major: Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Clair Stalnaker 
Thesis: Overwinter Mortality of Trout in Temple Fork 
of the Logan River 
CHANG, CHUNG-YUE 
Kaohsiung, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BS: Cheng Kung University, 1967 
Major: Manufacturing Engineering 
Major Professor: Professor Don G, Ferney 
Thesis : Plan B 
CHAN, HING-KAI 
Hong Kong 
BS: National Taiwan Universit).,; l!UO' 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. William L. Jones 
Thesis: Optimum Design for Minimum Distortion in a 
JFET Amplifier 
CHASE, RICHARD LYLE 
Nampa, Idaho 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1969 
Major: Plant Science 
Major Professor: Dr. John 0. Evans 
Thesis: Effects of Selected Herbicides on Perennial 
Grasses and Water Pollution Under Tropical 
High Rainfall Conditions 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
CHINOIM, SOMMART 
Thailand 
BS: Kasetsart University, 1968 
Major: Agricultural Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Von H. Jarrett 
Thesis: Plan B 
CHITCHAI, SIVA 
Bangkok, Thailand 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Gary B. Hansen 
Coursework Substitute 
CHOTEWUTVINIT, CHUSAK 
Nakonphanom , Thailand 
LLB: Thammasat University, 1963 
Major: Political Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Wendell B. Anderson 
Thesis: The Role of the Vietnamese Refugees in Thai-
land: Social and Historical Implications 
CHRISTENSEN, DALLIS .T. 
Bear River City, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1953 
Major: Industrial Technical Education 
Major Professo r: Dr. Austin G. Loveless 
Thesis: A Comparative Study of Diversified Instruction 
vs Classroom Lecture Instruction in Electronic 
Tech nology 
CHRISTENSEN, MICHAEL ELVIN 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: History 
Major Professor: Dr. Lucile Pratt 
Thesis: The Renunciation of Domination: A Study of 
the Origins of the Clark Memorandum 
CHRISTENSEN, WALLACE PHIL 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Steven H. Viehweg 
Thesis: A Descriptive Study of the Relationship of 
Various Physical Factors Associated With 1000, 
2000, and 4000 H2 Audiometric Peaks Found in a 
Population of Navajo Indian Students , 
CHRISTOPHERSEN, ALLEN LEE 
Bozeman, Montana 
BS: University of Montana, 1971 
Major : Forest Science 
Major Professor: Dr. T. W. Daniel 
Thesis: Effects of Temperature, Lig/lt and Water 
Stress on the Germination of Sever.al Rocky 
Mountain Conifers 
CLAWSON, TERRY D. 
Hyrum, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Steven H. Viehweg 
Thesis: Hypocusic Performance with Clinic Selected 
Prescription Hearing Aid Compared to Performance 
With Master Hearing Aid 
CLOW ARD, M. GREGORY 
Cedar City, Utah 
BS: Southern Utah State College, 1970 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. J. P. Riley 
Thesis: Salinity Summary and Missing Data Prediction 
for the Bear River System of Utah, Wyoming, and 
Idaho 
COACHBUILDER, DEENAZ PHEROZE 
Bombay, India 
P hD: Brigham Young University, 1970 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Johnson 
Thesis : Plan B 
COLEMAN, MIKI LYNNE 
Soda Springs, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Applied Statistics 
Major Professor: Dr. Ronald V. Canfield 
Thesis: A Two Sample Test of the Reliability Perform-
ance of Equipment Components 
COOKE, PETER STRYKER 
Miami, Florida 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Political Science 
Major: Professor: Dr. Dan E. Jones 
Thesis: Voter Registration in Utah 
COUCH, RAY ORIN 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1971 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Professor William Woolf 
Thesis: Plan B 
COX, STEVEN D. 
Orangeville, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Animal Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Lorin E. Harris 
Thesis: Self-Fed Biuret as a Means of Supplementing 
Range Cattle on Protein Deficient Diets 
CROSHAW, ALAN LEE 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major : Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor : Dr. Richard Taylor 
Thesis: Procedural Influences on Self-Recorded Mea-
sures of Understandability of Contextual Speech 
DANFORTH, HARRY D. 
Roberts, Illinois 
BS: University of Illinois, 1969 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor : Dr . Datus M. Hammond 
Thesis: Fine Structural Study of Early Endogenous 
Stages of Eimeria magna 
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DARLING, CAROL A. 
Virginia, Minnesota 
BS: University of Minnesota, 1968 
Major : Family and Child Development 
Major Professor: Dr. Jay D. Schvaneveldt 
Thesis: Children 's Awareness of Environmental Pol-
lution 
DAVILA -SPINETTI, ELOY 
Merida, Venezuela 
BA: Simpson College, 1967 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Allen LeBaron 
Thesis: Economic Development-Diagnosis of the High 
Andean Valley's of Venezuela (Burbusay and Tuname) 
DAVIS, CATHY JEAN 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1971 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Lanny Nalder 
Thesis: A Comparison of Three Women's Basketball 
Circulorespiratory Endurance Groups at Utah 
State University to Determine Which Has the Most 
Significant Effect on Oxy~en Uptake 
DE PUIT, EDWARD J. 
Wyoming, Michigan 
BS: Michigan Technological University, 1970 
Major: Range Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Martyn M. Caldwell 
Thesis: Seasonal Pattern of Net Photosynthesis of 
Artemisia tridentata in Northern Utah 
DESLIS, ATHANASSIOS DIMITRIOS 
Melissa, Larissa, Greece 
BS: University Thesaloniki, Greece, 1966 
Major : Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor : Dr. Roice H. Anderson 
Thesis : Plan B 
ELLIS, DARYL E. 
Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major : Family and Child Development 
Major Professor: Dr. C. Jay Skidmore 
Thesis: The Unwed Father as Perceived by Himself 
ELLIS, RONAN I. 
Brooklyn, New York 
BS: Hofstra University, 1961 
Major: Meteorology 
Major Professor: Dr. Gene Wooldridge 
Thesis: Mesoscale Atmospheric Circulation and Dif-
fusion Characteristics 
ELY, MORGAN STILES 
Old Lyme, Connecticut 
MBA: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. J. Paul Riley 
Thesis: Plan B 
FAREED, MARCEE 
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Santa Monica, California 
BA: Stanford University, 1970 
Major: Range Science 
Major: Professor: Dr. Marytn M. Caldwell 
Thesis: Canopy Structure and Phenology of Alpine 
Tundra Vegetation 
FILIP, DANIEL SCOTT 
Chicago, Illinois 
BS: Monmouth College, 1970 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Dr. Raymond I. Lynn 
Thesis: Inorganic Mercury Uptake and Mercury Toler-
ance Demonstrated by Several Species of Algae 
FORSBERG, LYNN D. 
Garland, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Professor David A. Burt 
Thesis: A Rocketborne Nitric Oxide Gamma Band 
Photometer 
FUHRIMAN, KATHLEEN KEOGH 
Moab, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major : Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas C. Clark 
Thesis: A Comparison of an Oral-only Method and the 
Total Communication Method in Teaching Recep-
tive Vocabulary to Profoundly Hearing Impaired 
Children 
FUHRIMAN, SCOTT DARVEL 
Preston, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr . Jay R. Jensen 
Th esis: Use of the Templin-Darley Tests of Articu -
lation as a "Deep Test" 
GAILEY, PATRICIA JOAN 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas C. Clark 
Thesis: Concepts of Specialization of Programming 
for the Hard of Hearing 
GANDHI, ARVINDA R. 
Mehmadabad, India 
MS: University of Baroda, 1965 
Major: Political Science 
Major Professor: Dr. William Furlong 
Thesis: An Evolution of Collective Bargaining in 
National Public Service 
GATHER UM, DAWN M. 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Dr. Orson S. Cannon 
Thesis: Low Temperature Germination of 'I_'omato Seeds 
GILLESPIE, LA ROUX KING 
Lee's Summit, Missouri 
MS: University of Kansas, 1968 
Major: Manufacturing Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl Spear 
Thesis: The Formation and Properties of Machining 
Burrs 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
GNEITING, BRENT CLYDE 
Rigby, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr . P. Thomas Blotter 
Thesis: Application of Ultrasphericai Polynomials to 
Nonlinear Vibrations of Beams 
GOODFELLOW, JAY HARRIS 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1965 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Ted Ivarie 
Thesis: A Plan of Study to Acquaint Secondary School 
Stude nts with Business Occupational Opportuni-
ties in Today's World of Work 
GOODRICH, JO ANN TRYON 
Pr ice, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr . Thomas Clark 
Thesis: Language Stimulation Through Audition for 
the Hearing Impaired Infant (0-3) 
GRABOW. BEVERLY B. 
Idaho Fa lls, Idaho 
BS: Ricks College, 1954 
Major: History 
Major Professor: Dr. S. George Ellsworth 
Thesis: Assassin and Hero: The Making of Meri a 
New Analysis of the Attempted Assassination of 
Theodore Roosevelt 
GRAVES, SUSAN MAE 
Hay River, Northwest Territories, Canada 
BS: Uta h State University, 1970 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr. Jam es T. Bowman 
Thesis: Induction and Initial Characterization of Male-
Sterile Mutants on the Second Chromosome of 
Drosophi/,a me/,arwgaster 
GRAY, KENNETH H. 
Minersville, Utah 
BS: Southern Utah State College, 1971 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Professor Paul Grimshaw 
Thesis: An Evaluation of the Competive Position of 
Utah Livestock Production to Other Livestock 
Producing Areas 
GREEN, JOHN MANTLE 
Laie, Hawaii 
BS: Church College of Hawaii, 1968 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Dr. Orson S. Cannon 
Thesis: Low Temperature Germination and Seed Coat 
Thickness in Tomatoes 
GREINER, GRETCHEN 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major : Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas S. Johnson 
Thesis: A Programmed Therapy Approach to Pitch Dis-
tw ·bance s of the Voice 
GRIFFIN, MARILYN LOUISE 
Escalante, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Sara L. James 
Thesis: An Assessment of a Time Telling Program With 
Children of Migratory Workers 
GROSS, CHARLES JOSEPH 
Columbus, Ohio 
BS: Ohio State University, 1964 
Major: History 
Major Professor: Dr. F. Ross Peterson 
Thesis: Universal Military Training: A Study in Ameri-
can Ideo logy 
GROVE, RONALD PORTLEY 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 
BS: Utah State University, 1960 
Major: F orest Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Lawrence S. Davis 
Thesis: A Linear Programming Decision Model for Elk 
and Deer Management on the Logan Peak Winter 
Range Area 
GUNDERSON, DARREL JOHN 
Appleton, Wisconsin 
BS: Wisconsin State University, 1967 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr. Ting H. Hsiao 
Thesis: Amino Acid and Protein Metabolism During 
Development of the Alfalfa Weevil Hypera Postica 
(Gyllenhal) 
GUNNE LL, MARY JEAN 
Smit hfield , Utah 
BS: Uta h State University, 1970 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Johnson 
Thesis: Plan B 
HALLANGER, WILLIAM L. 
Olympia, Washington 
BS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major : Forest Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Lawrence S. Davis 
Thesis: Plan B 
HAN, HSIAO -YEN 
Peiping, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BS: Cheng-Kung University, 1965 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor : Dr. Stanley G. Wayment 
Thesis: Three Standard Methods of Describing the 
"Sizes" of Sets 
HANEY, DARNELL . 
Ogden, Utah 
BF A: Utah State University, 1965 
Major: Sociology 
Major Professor: Dr. William Hale 
Thesis: Factors Contributing to the Black High School 
Drop Out Rate 
HANSEN, W. THERON JR. 
Smithfield, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1966 
Major: Plant Science 
Major Professor: Dr. David R. Walker 
Thesis: Greenhouse Management and Marketing of 
Pet unia 
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HANSON, GRANT ROBERT 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 
. BS: New Mexico State University , 1972 
Major : Agricultural and Irrigation Engineering 
Major Professor: Professor Jose Alfaro 
Thesis: Hydraulics of Trickle Irrigation Emitterlines 
HANSON, MARTIN HENRY 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University;, 1972 
Major: Landscape Architecture and Environmental 
Planning 
Major Professor: Professor Richard E. Toth 
Thesis: A Land Use Impact and Problem Recognition 
Study, Wellsville Canyon/Dry Lake Area Cache 
County, Utah 
HARDIN, CLAY WINCHESTIDR 
Washington, DC 
BS: U.S. Naval Academy, 1969 
Major: Sociology 
Major Professor: Professor Ronald A. Farrell 
Thesis: Legal Stigma and Career Deviance: A Near 
Replication of Homose:xruals and the Mi/,itary 
HARGROVE, JAMES LEE 
Great Falls, Montana 
BS: University of Washington, 1969 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr. LeGrande C. Ellis 
Thesis: Contractions of Rabbit Testes in vitro: Permis -
sive Role of Prostaglandins for the Actions of Cal-
cium and Some Smooth-muscle Stimulating Agents 
HITCHCOCK, WILLIAM WARD III 
Whittier, California 
BA: Whittier College, 1969 
Major : Manufacturing Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl S,pear 
Thesis: Plan B 
HOBBS, ARTHUR JOSEPH 
Midvale, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. J. B. Low 
Thesis: The Effects of Dibldrin on Mallard Br.eeding 
and Duckling Behavior 
HOBBS, JANICE WHITLOCK 
Murray, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Lloyd W. Bartholorne 
Thesis: Plan B 
HOLT, SUZANNE HATCH 
Ogden, Utah 
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BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr . Thomas S. Johnson 
Thesis: An Experimental Porch Index of Communica-
tive Ability Based , Therapeutic Program for an Adult 
Aphasic 
HOM, NANCY MAY 
Hamilton, Montana 
BS: University of Montana, 1970 
Major: Family and Child Development 
Major Professor: Dr. Jay Schvaneveldt 
Thesis: Social Class Correlates of Toilet Training 
Vocabulary 
HUTCHISON, EVELYN KATIIl..EEN 
Yerington, Nevada 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Jay R. Jensen 
Thesis: A Comparative Analysis of Articulation Errors 
of Visually Handicapped and Sighted Children 
INDHAPANYA, SUDHEP 
Bangkok, Thailand 
BS: Kasetsart University, 1965 
Major: Animal Science 
Major Professor: Dr . James A. Bennett 
Thesis: Evaluation of Red Dane Infusion with Thai 
Cattle for Milk and Fat Production 
INMAN, DEAN PERRY 
Sacramento, California 
BS: Sacramento State College, 1970 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl D. Cheney 
Thesis: Effects of Manipulating FR Size and Reinforce-
ment Magnitude in Multlple FR Schedules 
IQBAL, ZAFAR 
Sialkot, Pakistan 
BS: West Pakistan University of Engineering and Tech-
nology, 1968 
Major: Civil Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. J. P. Riley 
Thesis: Computer Simulation of Groundwater Table 
Fluctuations for Agricultural Lands 
ISKANDER, FARID DAWOUD 
Sudan 
BS: Cairo University, 1959 
Major: Range Science 
Major Professor: Dr. John Malechek 
Thesis: Plan B 
ISOM, GARTH STEPHEN 
Hurricane, Utah 
BS: College of Southern Utah, 1967 
Major: History 
Major Professor: Dr. Ross Peterson 
Thesis: A Rural, Economic, Educational, and Politi-
cal History of the Mexican-American Community 
of Southern California (1960-1969) 
IV ARIE, JUDITH J . 
Logan, Utah 
BA: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Sara Lyon James 
Thesis: An Experiment to Determine the Effectiveness 
of a Remedial Reading Program With Students at 
Utah State University 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
JAMES, WILLIAM CALVIN 
McEwen, Tennessee 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Geology 
Major Professor : Dr. Robert Q. Oaks, Jr. 
Thesis: Petrology and Regional Realtionships of the 
Ordovician Kinnikinic Formation and Equivalents, 
Central and Southern Idaho 
JANES, KAREN 
Orem, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1965 
Major: Home Economics and Consumer Education 
Major Professor: Professor Ruth Clayton 
Thesis: A Comparison of Selected Clothing Among 
Salt Lake City, Utah; Logan, Utah; and New York 
City, 1900-1909 
JARERNSWAN, VONGCHAI 
Swankaloke, Thailand 
BS: Chulalong korn University, 1969 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Professor William A. Cordon 
Thesis: Plan B 
JENSEN, MARY ANN ALMA 
Floodwood, Minnesota 
BA: St. Olaf College, 1963 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Harold R. Wallace 
Thesis: Plan B 
JENSEN, ROBERT REX 
Garland, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Agricultural Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Von H. Jarrett 
Thesis: Plan B 
JOHNSON, FLOYD L. 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Professor Joel E. Fletcher 
Thesis: Supersaturation with Respect to Ice of a Mixed-
Phase Cloud 
JOHNSON, JAIME URIEL 
La Oroya, Peru 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Political Science 
Major Professor: Dr. William Furlong 
Thesis: Leadership: A Subvariable of Institution Build-
ing: A Case Study 
JOHNSON , JUDITH RAE JABLON 
Logan, Utah 
BS: University of Illinois, 1965 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Professor Arthur H. Holmgren 
Thesis: Adaptations of Orchid Flowers to Their Poll-
inators 
JOHNSON, STEVE FARR 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1968 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr. James A. Gessaman 
Thesis: Heart Rate as an Indicator of Metabolism in 
Free-Living Uinta Ground Squirrels (Spermophilus 
Armatus) 
JOLLEY, DARWIN S. 
Providence, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Agricultural Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Von H. Jarrett 
Thesis: A Teaching Plan in Servicing Small Gasoline 
Engines Used for Work and Recreation 
JONES, CRAIG THEO 
Eureka, California 
BS: Humboldt State College, 1970 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr . J . Paul Riley 
Thesis: A Hydrologic Model of the Provo River Basin, 
Utah 
JONES, RONALD SHILL 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1972 
Major: Family and Child Development 
Major Professor: Dr. C. Jay Skidmore 
Thesis: Factors Associated with Marital Adjustment 
of Young Mormon Married College Students 
JONG, HEN CHONG 
Dili, Portuguese Timor 
BL: National Chen-Chi University, 1968 
Major: Political Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Wendell B. Anderson 
Thesis: From Palestine to Israel: A Study of American 
Foreign Policy, 1945-1949 
JORDAN, ROGER DANIEL 
Art, Texas 
BS: Sul Ross State University, 1970 
Major: Rang e Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Cyrus M. McKell 
Thesis : The Effect of Ha/,ogeton g/,omeratus On the 
Nitrogen Budget of a Disturbed Desert Site 
KALE, CHANDARRAO GULABRAO 
Poona City, Maharashtra, India 
MS: University of Poona , 1968 
Major: Nutrition and Food Science 
Major Professor: Dr . C. A. Ernstrom 
Thesis: Some Factors Affecting the Body and Texture 
of Direct Acid Cottage Cheese 
KEELER, JESS D. 
Malad, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Toxicology 
Major Professor: Dr. R. P. Sharma 
Thesis: The Interaction of Promayine with Selected 
Macromolecules and a Membrane Utilizing Ab-
sorption and Emission Spectroscopy 
KIM, CHONG SOON 
Korea 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Applied Statistics 
Major Professor: Dr. Ronald V. Canfield 
Thesis: Canonical Analysis for Several Set of Variables 
KIRKLAND, REED LA MAR 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr. Ting H. Hsiao 
Thesis: Ecology of Aroga websteri Clarke at Curlew 
Valley, Utah-Idaho 
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KLAR, GERALD THOMAS 
Platteville, Wisconsin 
BS: University of Wisconsin-Platteville, 1968 
Major: Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Clair B. Stalnaker 
Thesis: Effects of Exercise on Serum Lactate Dehydro-
genase Activity of Catchable-Size Hatchery Rain-
bow Trout, Salmo gairdner 
KNOPF , FRED LE ROY 
Aurora, Ohio 
BA: Hiram College, 1967 
Major: Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. David F. Balph 
Thesis: Annual Periodicity in a Free-Living Hibernator, 
The Uinta Ground Squirrel 
KNOX, ROBERT STEPHEN 
La Canada, California 
BS: Gonzaga University, 1970 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr. J. Grayson Osborne 
Thesis: Conditioned Reinforcement Control Over Match-
to-Sample Behavior in Extinction With Children 
KUENZLI, JAMES ROBERT 
Reno, Nevada 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
BS: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr . Irving S. Dunn 
Thesis: Pore Pressure Variation During Consolidation 
LARSEN, JEANE PUGMIRE 
Pocatello, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1944 
Major : Home Economics and Consumer Education 
Major Professor: Professor Barbara White 
Thesis: A Comparison of Selected Perceptual and Per-
sonality Variables Among College Men, Deviant 
and Non-Deviant in Hair Length 
LASSITER, PENELOPE LOUISE 
Portsmouth, Virginia 
BS: East Carolina University, 1971 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr . Thomas C. Clark 
Thesis : Plan B 
LEE, JU-YII JOSEPH 
Taiwan, Kaoshoung 
BS: Cheng Kung University, 1966 
Major: Landscape Architecture and Environmental 
Planning 
Major Professor: Professor Vern J. Budge 
Thesis: Vest Pocket Park Study in Seattle's Urban 
Environment 
LEO, C. DAVID 
Castle Gate, Utah 
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BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Lanny J. Nalder 
Thesis: A Comparison of the Heart Rates and Workload 
Levels of Selected Male Freshman Basketball 
Players at Utah State University During Actual 
Game Competition 
LESLIE, JEAN A. 
Puyallup, Washington 
BS: College of Southern Utah, 1971 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Dr. H. Robert Stocker 
Thesis: Plan B 
LINFORD, LOREN MONCUR 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor : Dr. Glen H. Smerage 
Thesis: Plan B 
LITCHFORD, CHARLES DANIEL JR. 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Professor William D. Woolf 
Thesis: Plan B 
LO, LEE NIN 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Bacteriology 
Major Professor: Dr . Rex S. Spendlove 
Thesis: Antigenic and Structural Relationships of the 
Three Reovirus Serotypes 
LOGAN, JOHN RALPH 
Cedar City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Range Science 
Major Professor : Dr. Cyrus M. McKell 
Thesis: Evaluation of a Specifically Formulated Supple -
ment for the Prevention of Larkspur Poisoning in 
Cattle 
LONGHURST, CRAIG P. 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr. John R. Cragun 
Thesis: The Prediction of Job Preference by Comparison 
of Job Characteristics and Expressed Interest for 
Such characteristics 
LOPEZ, JAVIER G. 
La Paz, Bolivia 
BS: UMSS College of Agronomy, Bolivia, 1961 
Major: Animal Science 
Major Professor: Dr. James A. Bennett 
Thesis: Evaluation of the Protein Quality of Quinoa 
by Protein Efficiency Ratio, Biological Values and 
Amino Acid Composition 
LOUGHTON, SPENCER JACK 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1968 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Lanny Nalder 
Thesis: The Effect of a Basketball Season Upon Cardio-
vascular Condition of Selected Athletes 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
LOZA-MONTENEGRO, GUSTAVO 
La Pa z, Bolivia 
M of Agriculture: IICA of OAS, 1959 
Major: Sociology 
Major Professor: Professor Nile D. Meservy 
The sis: The Influence of Ethnic Background, Religion, 
Education and Income Upon Family Planning, Be-
havior and Attitudes of Certain Married Couples 
at Utah State University 
LUNDELL, JOYCE MARIE 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Home Economics and Consumer Education 
Major Professor: Professor Edith Nyman 
Thesis: The Home Manager's Education Level as re-
lated to Perception of Locus of Control 
MARTIN, HENRY GREGG 
South Bend, Indiana 
BA: Hanover College, 1970 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Professor Reed S. Morrill 
Thesis: Classroom Behaviors and Underachievement 
MARTINEAU, JESS REX 
Col. Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1970 
Major: Plant Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Wade G. Dewey 
Thesis: A Study of the Inheritance and Linkage Rela-
tionships of Three Glossy Characteristics in Barley 
MCINTOSH, HOW ARD BOYD 
Magna, Utah 
BS: Utah State University 
Major : Industrial and Technical Engineering 
Major Professor : Dr. Austin Loveless 
Thesis: A Study of the Effectiveness of Tune-ups in 
Controlling Vehicle Emissions in Salt Lake County 
MC KEEHAN, GENE WILLIAM 
Compton, California 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Professor Arthur Mendini 
Thesis: Characteristics Head Football Coaches in the 
Big Sky and Western Athlete Conference Look for 
When Hiring Assistants 
MECHAM, BRENT H. 
Fish Haven, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Geology 
Major Professor: Dr. Raymond L. Kerns, Jr. 
Thesis: Petrography and Geochemistry of the Fish 
Haven Formation and Lower Part of the Laketown 
Formation, Bear River Range, Utah 
MEI, WUN-YUAN 
China 
BS: Fu -Jen Catholic University, 1970 
Major: Nutrition and Food Science 
Major Professor: Professor Bonita Wyse 
Thesis: Nutritional Anemias in Selected Countries 
MEKDUMRONGSANG, SA-AD 
Bangkok, Thailand 
BS: Kasetart University, 1968 
Major: Agricultural Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Von H. Jarrett 
Thesis: A Study of the 4-H Program in the United States 
of America With Suggested Adaptations for the 
4-H Program in Thailand 
MICHENER, MARY CHRISTINE JUCHAU 
Eden, Idaho 
BS: Utah Stat.e University, 1972 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Jay R. Jensen 
Thesis: A Study of Normal Disfluency in Children and 
Young Adults 
MILLER, EARLENE EDNA 
Hannah, North Dakota 
BS: North Dakota State University, 1963 
Major: Family and Child Development 
Major Professor: Dr . Jay D. Schvaneveldt 
Thesis: Parent-Child Affinity As Perceived By Children 
MILLER, MICHAEL K. 
Panguitch, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Sociology 
Major Professor: Dr. Stan L. Albrecht 
Thesis: Toward a Meas urement of the Adequacy of 
Health Services in Rural Utah 
MOLGARD, ROBERT KENT 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor : Dr. Lincoln McClellan 
Thesis: Team Rules and Regulations Used By Football 
and Basketball Coaches in Utah High Schools 
MOORE, CHRISTINE SZYMANSKI 
Lake Havasu City, Arizona 
BS: Utah State University , 1971 
Major: Home Economics and Consumer Education 
Major Professor: Professor Marie Krueger 
Thesis: The Effects of Student Teaching on Self Con-
cept and Career Plans of Home Economics Student 
Teachers 
MORALES, RAUL HUGO 
Oruro, Bolivia 
BS: Universidad Tecnica de Orvro, 1970 
Major Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Professor Vance T. Christiansen 
Thesis: Economic Consideration of Rectangular Slab 
Design 
MORENO, JOSE A. 
Caracas, Venezuela 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Range Science 
Major Professor: Dr . B. E. Norton 
Thesis: Introduction of Tropical Legumer in the Vene-
zuelan Llanos 
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MUMFORD, JAMES ARTHUR 
Huntsville, Utah 
BA: Weber State College, 1971 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Professor Joel E. Fletcher 
Thesis: An Evaluation of Several Precipitation Indices 
in Comparison to a Cubic Polynomial Distribu -
tion Index 
MUNN, NORTON ROBERT 
Seattle, Washington 
BS: University of Washington, 1970 
Major: Soil Science and Biometeorology 
Major Professor: Dr. Alvin R. Southard 
Thesis: An Examination of the Inorganic Nitrogen Sta-
tus of a Soil of the Alaskan Coastal Tundra Plain 
MURRAY, ROBERT BRUCE 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Dr. Raymond I. Lynn 
Thesis: Nutrients and Phytoplankton in Hyrum Lake 
NEEL, DAVID L. 
San Diego, California 
BS: California State University-Long Beach, 1969 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Austin G. Loveless 
Thesis: The Air Traffic Control Career Field-A Study 
of the Need for, and the Preparation of, Entry 
Level Personnel 
NELSON, BENJAMIN K. 
Montpelier, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Professor Reed Morrill 
Thesis: Rural-Urban Personality Differences in Utah 
Adolescents as Measured by the CPI 
NELSON, WILLIAM ROY 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
BS: Utah State University, 1966 
Major : Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Steven H. Viehweg 
Thesis: Wind Noise: Its Effect on Human Audition 
NELSON, ZELDON AUSTIN 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University , 1971 
Major: Plant Science 
Major Professor: Dr. John 0. Evans 
Thesis: The Surface Movement of a New S-triazine 
herbicide From Treated Cropland and Its Environ-
mental Effects 
NIELSEN, KENT JAY 
Hyrum, Utah 
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BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Steven H. Viehweg 
Thesis: A Comparison of Speech Audiometric Perfor-
mance of Hypacusics With Clinic-fitted Hearing 
Aids 
NIELSEN, REED M. JR. 
Mackay, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Austin Loveless 
Thesis: The Need of Pilot Training for the Airframe 
and Powerplant Mechanic 
NIELSON, STEPHEN B. 
Richfield, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. E. J. Middlebrooks 
Thesis: Effects of Battles on the Performance of Waste 
Stabilization Ponds 
NUNAN, ROBERT L. 
Kennebunkport, Maine 
BS: University of Maine, 1970 
Major: Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. William T. Helm 
Thesis: Effect of Bear River Storage on Water Quality 
in Bear Lake, Utah-Idaho 
OLDFIELD, THOMAS EDWARD 
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin 
BS: Michigan Technological University, 1970 
Major : Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr . James A. Gessaman 
Thesis: A Comparison of Two Daily Energy Budget 
Models on Uinta Ground Squirrels (Spermophilus 
armatus) 
ORME, TERRY JOSEPH 
St. Anthony, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor : Dr . Michael R. Bertoch 
Thesis: The Relationship of Scoring Above or Below the 
75th Percentile on the Kuder Preference Record to 
General Aptitudes , Vocational Attitudes and Occu-
pational Values 
OTT, LLOYD ALMA 
Tropic, Utah 
BS: Southern Utah State College, 1968 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Harold R. Wallace 
Thesis: Plan B 
PALMER, FREDERICK WILLIAM 
Montezuma, Iowa 
BS: Iowa State University, 1967 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor : Dr. Rondo Christensen 
Thesis: Cost of Wholesale Milk Distribution in Utah 
Urban Markets, 1972 
PATZKE, GARY EVAN 
Dodgeville, Wisconsin 
BS: Colorado State University, 1966 
Major: Forest Science 
Major Professor: Professor John D. Hunt 
Thesis: Measuring the Development Potential of Pro-
posed Scenic Roads and Parkways 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
PEREZ, GUSTAVO 
Merida, Venezuela 
BS: University of the Andes, 1967 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr . Lynn H. Davis 
Thesis: Costs and Return from Milk Production in El 
Vigia Area in the State of Merida, Venezuela, 
1969 
PERVEZ, KHALID 
Sialkot, Pakistan 
BS: University of Panjab, 1958 
Major: Agricultural and Irrigation Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. J. P. Riley 
Thesis: Surface Irrigation Systems-Their Design and 
Use of Brackish Water for Irrigation 
PIERCE, JOHN JOSEPH 
Ridgewood, New Jersey 
BS: Uta h State University, 1969 
Major: Animal Science 
Major Professor: Dr. John E. Butcher 
Thesis: A Computerized Performance Record Keeping 
System for Beef Cattle in Utah 
PREECE, FAYE MILLER 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1965 
Major : Fami ly and Child Development 
Major Professor: Dr. C. Jay Schvaneveldt 
Thesis: Attitudes Toward and the Consequence of In-
fant Oral Pacification 
PRICE, KEITH EDWIN 
Aberdeen, Idaho 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1969 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl R. Wallis 
Thesis: A Survey of the Related Information That is 
Being Taught in the Industrial Arts Programs in 
Idaho 
PRIETO, MATIAS 
Lima, Peru 
BS: Agrarian University, 1961 
Major: Agricultural and Irrigation Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Jack 0. Keller 
Thesis: Effect of Salt Concentration on Modeling a 
Leaching Process 
PRUITT, LUCILLE NAPIER 
Alabama 
BS: Alabama State University, 1963 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Edward Houghton 
Thesis: Plan B 
PTACEK, LANNY RAY 
Cogswell, North Dakota 
BS: North Dakota State University, 1970 
Major: Agricultural and Irrigation Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Jack 0. Keller 
Thesis: Evaluation of Wind Effects on Sprinkler Pattern 
Stability and Spacing Criteria 
QUIGLEY, THOMAS MILTON 
Kanosh, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major : Range Science 
Major Professor: Professor John P. Workman 
Thesis: An Economic Analysis of Nitrogen and Phos -
phorus Fertilization on Several Utah Range and 
Meadow Sites 
RAMACHANDRA, R. L. 
Bangalore, India 
BMS: Bangalore University, 1967 
Major : Manufacturing Engineering 
Major Professor : Dr . Donald R. Skudstud 
Thesis: Process Planning 
RATTI, JOHN THOMAS 
Newton, New Jersey 
BS: Indiana State University, 1969 
Major: Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Gar W. Workman 
Thesis: Analysis of Hunter Characteristics and Attitu-
des Relating to Uta h Shooting Preserves 
RICH, ORRIAN KENT 
Cove, Utah 
BS: Uta h State University, 1966 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. W. 0. Carter 
Thesis: Plan B 
ROOST, AIN 
Toronto, Canada 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor : Professor Reed Morrill 
Thesis: College Level Career Counseling 
ROSQUIST, ARNE EINAR JR. 
Darlington, Maryland 
BS: Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1966 
Major: Forest Science 
Major Professor: Dr. George E. Hart 
Thesis: Plot Calibration for Summer Soil 
ROUZER, JANICE MARIE 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
BS: St. Cloud State, 1971 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr . Frederick Berg 
Thesis: Use of the Video Articulator in a Special Correc-
tion Program for the Hearing Impaired 
RUGG, WILLIAM JAMES 
Rochester, New York 
BA: Barrington College, 1968 
Major: Speech 
Major Professor: Dr. Burrell F. Hansen 
Thesis: An Experimental Study of the Effect Upon 
Selected Audiences of Variations in Settings for a 
Television Production 
SALIMI -MANSHADI, MOHAMMAD-ALI 
Tehran, Iran 
BS: Pahlavi University, 1967 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Allen D. LeBaron 
Thesis: Import Substitution Potentials and Marketing 
Policies for Forest Products in Iran 
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SAVELLI, ROBERTO 
Casanay, Venezuela 
BS: University of Oriente, 1966 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Allen LeBaron 
Thesis: Present Livestock Feed Balance, Projected 
Feed Requirement and Potential for the State of 
Utah 
SCHOENFELD, STEPHEN WHITE 
Port Townsend, Washington 
BS: Utah State University, 1965 
Major: Manufacturing Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl D. Spear 
Thesis: The Effect of Fixed Grinding Parameters on 
Barium Tilanate Ceramic 
SCHOMAKER, JOHN HENRY 
North Street, Michigan 
BS: Carleton College, 1965 
Major: Forest Science 
Major Professor: Professor Lawrence E. Royer 
Thesis: Development of Means to Assess the Ability 
of Wilderness Areas to Produce Recreation Oppor-
tunities 
SEPAHROM,MOHAMMAD 
Tehran, Iran 
BS: California Polytechnic State College, 1970 
Major: Manufacturing Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr . Carl D. Spear 
Thesis: Strain Hardening Due to Machining Austenitic 
Stainless Steel 
SHAYEGANPOUR, RASHID 
Shiraz, Iran 
BS: Eastern Oregon State, 1970 
Major: Political Science 
Major Professor: Professor Robert Hoover 
Thesis: Power Politics, Economic Development and 
Iranian Foreign Policy From 1945 to 1970 
SHELTON, ROBERT B. JR. 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University , 1969 
Major: Psychology 
Major ~rofessor: Dr. Michael Bertoch 
Thesis: Non-Contingent Reinforcement in a Counsel-
ing Like Situation 
SHETH, DINESH P. 
Bombay, India 
BE: Bombay University, 1970 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Professor Vance T. Christiansen 
Thesis: Plan B 
SILKER, ALAN RAY 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
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BS: Oklahoma State University, 1967 
Major: Forest Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Philip A. Barker 
Thesis: Maintenance and Survival of Vegetation on the 
Sunrise Campground, Cache National Forest 
SKINNER, PATRICK NORMAN 
Fargo, North Dakota 
BS: North Dakota State University, 1969 
Major: Landscape Architecture and Environmental 
Planning 
Major Professor: Professor Richard E . Toth 
Thesis: A Land Use Impact and Problem Recognition 
Study, Wellsville Canyon/Dry Lake Area, Cache 
County, Utah 
SMETZER, JOHN EL WOOD 
Smithsburg, Maryland 
BS: Frosburg State College, 1970 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Professor Eugene E. Underwood 
Thesis: Topics in Non-Negative Matrices 
SMITH , FRED ANTHONY 
Tooele, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Toxicology 
Major Professor: Dr. R. P. Sharma 
Thesis: Mercury, Dieldrin, DDT, DDE, and PCB 
Levels in Tissues of Fish and Wildlife of Utah 
SNEDDON, DOROTHY ANN 
Montpelier, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Jay R. Jensen 
Thesis : Parents and the Therapeutic Process : A Re-
view of the Literature 
SOKOLOWSKY, MARY ANN 
Morris Plains, New Jersey 
BS: Merrimack College, 1970 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr . Joseph E. Valentine 
Thesis: Plan B 
SOPARATANA, THAMNON 
Mahasarakam, Thailand 
BS: Thammasat University, 1965 
Major: Economics 
Major Professor: Professor 0 . William Asplund 
Thesis: Economic Development of Thailand: An Anal-
ysis of the Agricultural Sector 
SORENSON, STEVEN LA MAR 
Axtell, Utah 
BS: Southern Utah State College, 1971 
Major: Sociology 
Major Professor: Dr . Mary Anna Baden 
Thesis: Stereotype of the Police by College Students: 
Its Development and Ramifications 
SOW A YYEGH, ABDUL-AZIZ HUSSEIN 
Saudi Arabia 
BS: University of Riyad, 1969 
Major: Political Science 
Major Professor: Dr. William L. Furlong 
Thesis: Plan B 
STEPHENS, JOSEPH DON 
Hudson, Massachusetts 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Professor: Professor William D. Woolf 
Thesis: Plan B 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
STEPHENSON, BUD W. 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1962 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr. Michael R. Bertoch 
Thesis : Freshman Orientation and Career Articulation 
With a Rational Value Decision-Making Model 
STERNAD, ROMAYNE NORRIS 
St. Louis, Missouri 
BA: University of Kansas, 1956 
Major: Family and Child Development 
Major Professor: Dr. Don C. Carter 
Thesis: The Use of Story Reading as a Method of Im-
proving Verbal Expression of Head Start Children 
STEVENS, MARK BRIMHALL 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Nutrition and Food Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Gary H. Richardson 
Thesis : The Development of an Improved Milk Sub-
strate for Rennet Coagulation Assay on an Auto-
matic Clot-Timer 
STEW ART, KATHLEEN BIRKIN 
Mackay , Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major : Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Dwayne Peterson 
Thesis: A Comparison of Two Approaches for Remedia -
ting Handwriting 
STOCKER , MONEICE S. G. 
Kingston, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Harold R. Wallace 
Thesis: Plan B 
STREET , HAYDEN L. 
Hemet, California 
BS: University of California, Davis, 1970 
Major: Landscape Architecture and Environmental 
Planning 
Major Professor: Professor Craig W. Johnson 
Thesis: Water Quality as a Land Use Determinant for 
the Bear Lake Valley, Utah-Idaho 
STROCK, WILLIAM FRANKLIN 
Alamobordo, New Mexico 
BS: Eastern New Mexico University, 1969 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Taylor 
Thesis: Relation Between Acoustic Reflex, Aural Over-
load to Word Discrimination Ability 
STUART, PAUL JAMES 
Randolph, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1971 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Roice H. Anderson 
Thesis: An Evaluation of the Farm Machinery Market 
in Utah 
STUCKI, JOSEPH WILLIAM 
Rexburg, Idaho 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1970 
Major: Soil Science and Biometeorology 
Major Professor: Dr. J. J. Jurinak 
Thesis: Boron Movement in Soil Columns 
SUAREZ, WINSTON ARAUZ 
Santa Ana-Beni, Bolivia 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Animal Science 
Major Professor: Dr. John E. Butcher 
Thesis: Finishing Beef Calves with Two Methods of 
Processing Alfalfa Hay and Three Stilbestrol Treat-
ments 
SUMMERS, J. KENT 
Bothwell, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1966 
Major: Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Gar W. Workman 
Thesis: Primary Production in a Cache Valley, Utah 
Farm Pond 
SUVACHANANONDA. SALINEE 
Thailand 
BS: Chulalongkorn University, 1970 
Major : Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. James B. McDonald 
Thesis : Plan B 
SWARTS, LEON 
West Seneca , New York 
BS: Murray State University, 1968 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Professor Thomas C. Clark 
Thesis: An Analysis of Unity, Coherence and Develop-
ment in Paragraphs Written by Hearing Imparied 
Students 
TAFT, MACK SMITH 
Bicknell, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1946 
Major: History 
Major Professor: Dr. S. George Ellsworth 
Thesis: The Great Depression in Weber County, Utah, 
An Exercise in Oral History 
TAYLOR.JOCELYN ANDERSON 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Jay R. Jensen 
Thesis: Plan B 
TAYLOR, ROBERT DON 
Morgan, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1969 
Major: Chemistry 
Major Professor: Dr. James W. Sinclair 
Thesis: A Study of Radiation Damage in X-Irradiated 
Solid Crystalline Glycine 
TEt ,DULKAR, SURESHCHANDRA P. 
Bombay, India 
BS: University of London, 1965 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl Wallis 
Thesis: Selecting and Proving Test Items and Procedure 
to be Used in Standardizing A Basic Welding 
Theory and Practice Achievement Test 
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THIES, PAUL RAY 
Florissant, Missouri 
BS: University of Missouri, 1970 
Major: Forest Science 
Major Professor: Dr. George E. Hart 
Thesis : The Effects of Elevation and Vegetation Type 
on Snow Accumulation and Melt in Logan Canyon, 
Utah 
TOKKO , SEUNG 
Seoul, Korea 
BS: Seoul National University, 1967 
Major: Applied Statistics 
Major Professor: Dr. Ronald V. Canfield 
Thesis: Sequential Analysis for Tolerances of Noxious 
Weed Seeds 
TORRICO, JOSE ISAAC 
La Paz, Bolivia 
BS: Universidad Mayor San Andrew, 1970 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Jay C. Andersen 
Thesis: Economic Analysis of Cache County: An Input-
Output Approach 
TSCHESCHKE, PHILIP DAVID 
Littleton, Colorado 
BS: Colorado State University, 1971 
Major: Agricultural and Irrigation Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Jack 0. Keller 
Thesis: Trickle Irrigation Salinity Patterns as Influen -
ced by Irrigation Levels and Application Rates 
TURLEY, VERNA B. 
Burley, Idaho 
BA: Idaho State University, 1959 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Lloyd W. Bartholome 
Thesis: Plan B 
TURNER, KEITH DAVID 
Twin Falls, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Communicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Professor Thomas C. Clark 
Thesis: Plan B 
TWEDT, THOMAS MARK 
Woden, Iowa 
BS: Iowa State University, 1967 
Major: Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Clair Stalnaker 
Thesis: Trout Movements in a Small Mountain Stream 
URRY, RONALD LEE 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1970 
Major: Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr. LeGrande C. Ellis 
Thesis: A Simple Microradiometric Technique for the 
Rapid Measurement of Monoamine Oxidase 
Activity in Rat Testicular Minced and Teased-
Tubular Preparations 
VAISAYANUNT, VICHIT 
Bangkok, Thailand 
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BS: Kasetsart University, 1968 
Major: Agricultural Education 
Thesis: The Usefulness of 4-H Project Manual as Seen 
By Members, Parents and Adult Leaders in Cache 
County 
VEASEY, JESS FLAUTT 
Dickinson, Texas 
BS: Weber State College 1970 
Major: Family and Child Development 
Major Professor: Dr. C. Jay Skidmore 
Thesis: Reading Performances of Urban Job Corpsmen 
VILLARROEL-ARISPE, HUGO 
Coachabamba, Bolivia 
BS: Universidad Mayor de San Simon, 1965 
Major: Plant Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Rulon S. Albrechtsen 
Thesis : Evaluation of Yield, Yield Components and 
Other Agronomic Characteristics in Mixtures of 
Wheat and Barley 
WAGNER, jQHN B. 
Phoenix, Arizona 
BS: Northern Arizona University, 1968 
Major: Forest Science 
Major Professor: Dr. John D. Hunt 
Thesis: An Evaluation of The Contribution of Photo-
graphs to Developing an Awareness of the Immediate 
Natural Environment 
WALTERS, CATHY J. 
Freeman, South Dakota 
BA: Hamline University, 1970 
Major: Family and Child Development 
Major Professor: Dr . Carroll Lambert 
Thesis: Effect of Sex Orientation of Stimulus Objects 
on Sex Differences in Language Development 
WANG, RICKY K. 
Taipei, Republic of China 
BS: Cheng-Kung University, 1969 
Major : Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. R. M. Holdredge 
Thesis : Plan B 
WARD, JOSEPH GOLDEN 
Tremonton, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1960 
Major: Music 
Major Professor: Dr. Alvin Wardle 
Thesis: Plan B 
WEBER, DAVID ALLAN 
Clinton, Maryland 
BS: Colorado State University, 1969 
Major : Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. J . B. Low 
Thesis: Blue Grouse Ecology and Habitat Requirements 
in North Central Utah 
WELTY, JOHN CHURCH 
Modesto, California 
BS: University of California, Berkeley, 1969 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Roice Anderson 
Thesis: Market Structure Analysis of Fertilizer Distri-
bution in Utah 
WHITE, ROBERT STEVEN 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
BS: Carleton College, 1968 
Major: Nutrition and Food Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Gary H. Richardson 
Thesis: Continuous Flow Analysis of Non-case in Protein 
in Milk 
MASTER OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
WHITE, WALTER EUGENE 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Uta h State Univers ity , 1966 
Major: Comm unicative Disorders 
Major Professor: Dr. Frederick Berg 
Thesis: Stimulus Manipulation in Articulation Therapy 
with a Hearing Impaired Child 
WILLFORD, GEORGIE WHITE 
Miami, Florida 
BS: Bethune Cookman College, 1972 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Stocker 
Thesis: Plan B 
WILSON, GEORGE W. 
Morgan, Utah 
BS: University of Wyoming, 1969 
Major : Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr . J. B. Low 
Thesis: The Foods and Feeding Habits of Botulism 
Intoxicated and Healthy Waterbirds on the Bear 
River Refuge, Utah with Emphasis on the American 
Avocet and Blacknecked Stilt 
WINGER, LELAND JOSEPH, JR. 
Crescent, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major : Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr. Elwin Nielson 
Thesis : The Effects of Training Designed to Accelerate 
Piagetian Conservation in Children on WISC 
Subtests Scores 
WINN, DAVID S. 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1959 
Major: Wildlife Science 
Major Professor: Dr. J. B. Low 
Thesis: Effects of Sub leth al Levels of Dieldrin on 
Mallard Breeding Behavior and Reproduction 
WRENN, ROBERT SCOTT 
Ontario, Oregon 
BA: College of Idaho, 1970 
Major: History 
Major Professor: Dr. William F. Lye 
Thesis: A History of Water Resources Development 
in the Bear River Basin of Utah, Idaho, and 
Wyoming 
WU, SUNG-YEN 
Taipei, Republic of China 
BS: Chung Hsing University, 1970 
Major: Applied Statistics 
Major Professor: Dr . Ronald V. Canfield 
Thesis: Integer Programming by Cutting Planes 
Methods 
YANG, KAI 
Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China 
BS: Chen -Kung Un_iversity Taiwan, 1968 
Major : Manufacturing Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl D. Spear 
Thesis : Plan B 
YOUNG, JANET LEE 
Atwater, Ohio 
BA: Hiram College, 1969 
Major : Zoology 
Major Professor: Dr. Keith L. Dixon 
Thesis: Breeding Bird Populations and Habitat Utiliza -
tion in Aspen Stands of Upper Logan Canyon 
YOUNG, STANFORD ADMAS 
Perry, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Botany 
Major Professor: Dr. Orson S. Cannon 
Thesis: Vector Preference Among Varieties of Lycoper-
sicon peruvi.anurn and L. esculentum as related to 
Curly Top Virus Resistance 
YOUNG, THOMAS JAY 
Mona, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major : Agricultural and Irrigation Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Jack 0. Keller 
Thesis: Sprinkler Performance Prediction When Oper -
ated in Unsteady Wind 
YOUSSEF, NAZIR NAGUIB 
Cairo, Egypt 
BS: Cairo University, 1964 
Major : Physics 
Major Professor : Dr . Robert E. McAdams 
Thesis: Plan B 
ZACKRISON, RICHARD ERIC 
Fall City, Washington 
BS: Seattle University, 1971 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Harold R. Wallace 
Thesis: Plan B 
ZARZALEJO, FRANCISCO JOSE 
Venezuela 
BS: Universidad Central of Venezuela, 1967 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor : Dr. Allen LeBaron 
Thesis: Economic (Lineal Programming) Model of the 
Farming Region Served by the DMDA Irrigation 
Company, Delta, Utah 
ZENTENO, JUAN 
Potosi, Bolivia 
MA: Oregon State University, 1965 
Major : Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. E. Boyd Wennergren 
Thesis: Economic and Agronomic Analysis of Silage 
and Grain Corn Production in 15 Counties of Utah, 
1972 
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AGHA, MARDA CROSLEY 
Eugene, Oregon 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Instructional Media 
Major Professor: Dr . Lester C. Essig 
Cours ework Substitute 
ALLRED, WALLACE P. 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1969 
Major: Instructional Media 
Major Professor: Dr. Don Smellie 
Practicum 
ANDERSON, SHERRY LYNN 
Hailey, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Edward L. Houghton 
Coursework Substitute 
ANDRUS, JAY CRAIG 
St. George, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Instructional Media 
Major Professor: Dr. Don Smellie 
Practicum 
ANDREWS, ROBERT CARLTON 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Sara Lyon James 
Thesis: Plan B 
AVERETT, CHARLES RAY 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1958 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Kenneth Farrer 
Coursework Substitute 
AXELGARD, KAREN 
LaCrescenta, California 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Professor Arthur Mendini 
Thesis: Plan B 
BACON, WILLIAM W. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
BS: Southern Utah State College, 1969 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Professor Phyllis Publicover 
Thesis: Plan B 
BAXTER, DEVERL C. 
Preston, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University , 1965 
Major : Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr . Terrance Hatch 
Thesis: Plan B 
BELLISTON, CAROL PAGE 
Ogden, Utah 
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BS: Utah State University, 1959 
Major: Instructional Media 
Major Professor: Professor R. Kent Wood 
Coursework Substitute 
BERNSTEIN, STEPHEN JAY 
Logan, Utah 
AB: Occidental College, 1967 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Lincoln H. McClellan 
Thesis: Plan B 
BRIMHALL, MAX BLANEY 
Farmington, New Mexico 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1966 
Major: Instructional Media 
Major Professor: Dr. Don Smellie 
Coursework Substitute 
BURBANK, DON C. 
Preston, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Elementary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Malcom Allred 
Thesis: Plan B 
BUSH, FRANCES HELEN 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Dwayne Peterson 
Thesis: Plan B 
CAPENER, E.MERRY 
Riverside, Utah 
BS: Farmington State Teachers College, 1959 
Major: Instructional Media 
Major Professor: Professor R. Kent Wood 
Thesis : Plan B 
CARLSON, ROBERT DUANE 
DuBois, Pennsylvania 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Professor Arthur Mendini 
Thesis: Plan B 
CHRISTENSEN, DOUGLAS HARALD 
Medicine Hat, Alta, Canada 
BEd: University of Calgary, 1967 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr . Terrance Hatch 
Thesis: Plan B 
DANIELS, ROBERT PAUL 
Bountiful, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Dwayne Peterson 
Thesis: Plan B 
ELDREDGE, BARBARA JEAN KNECHT 
Roosevelt, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1952 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Sara Lyon James 
Thesis: Plan B 
ELLISON, SUZANNE LYNN WOOD 
Huntsville, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1966 
Major: Specal Education 
Major Professor: Professor Phyllis Publicover 
Thesis: Plan B 
MASTER OF EDUCATION (Continued) 
FITZGERALD, BONNIE BUlll..ER 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Instructional Media 
Major Professor: Professor R. Kent Wood 
Coursework Substitute 
FLINK, DORIS HANSON 
Eureka, California 
BS: Humboldt State College, 1944 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Professor Phyllis Publicover 
Thesis: Plan B 
GEAMES, JOHN EVANS 
Phoenix, Arizona 
BS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Oral Ballam 
Thesis: Plan B 
GITTINS, HOW ARD HASLAM 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1951 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Devoe Rickert 
Thes is: Plan B 
GREENWOOD, DIANA LYNNE 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1966 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Sara Lyon James 
Thesis: Plan B 
GROSS, LANCE 
Glendale, California 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Lincoln McClellen 
Thesis: Plan B 
HARDING, NEIL E. 
Lehi, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1965 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Richard Knight 
Thesis: Plan B 
HERNANDEZ, AMELIA SAMSON 
San Juan, Rizal, Philippines 
MA: Philippine Normal College, 1968 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor : Professor Phyllis R. Publicover 
Thesis: Plan B 
HERROD, LOLA JEAN 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1950 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor : Dr. Morris L. Mower 
Thesis: Plan B 
HUNT, DALE G. 
St. George, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1965 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Eldon Drake 
Thesis: Plan B 
JAMES, DALE GORDON 
Tooele, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Business Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Harold R. Wallace 
Coursework Substitute 
JEPSEN, BETTY JO NELSON 
Preston, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1963 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Dwayne D. Peterson 
Thesis: Plan B 
JOHNSON, ELLEN ELAINE 
Fountain Green, Utah 
BA: Utah State University, 1966 
Major: Elementary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Gail Johnson 
Thesis: Plan B 
KHUNKITTI, MALEE 
Bangkok, Thailand 
BA: Chulalongkorn University, 1965 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Kenneth C. Farrer 
Thesis: Plan B 
LAKIN , LAURA ILENE 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
BS: University of Northern Iowa, 1969 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Professor Phyllis Publicover 
Thesis: Plan B 
LOOSLI, DIXIE ANN 
Clarkston, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Sara Lyon James 
Thesis: Plan B 
MADSEN, SHANNON B. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1967 
Major : Instructional Media 
Major Professor: Dr . Duane E. Hedin 
Practicum 
MASSMAN, BYRON D. JR. 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: College of Southern Utah, 1967 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Terrance Hatch 
Thesis: Plan B 
MCABERY, CHARLES EARL 
New Hartford, New York 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Instructional Media 
Major Professor: Professor G. Leon Beutler 
Practicum 
MCCALL, PAULINE CAROL 
Vallejo. California 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Elementary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Gail Johnson 
Thesis: Plan B 
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MASTER OF EDUCATION (Continued) 
MOORE, THOMAS JOSEPH 
Quincy, Illinois 
BS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor : Dr . James A. Jacobson 
Thesis: Plan B 
NASH, JUDITH 
Pr eston, Idaho 
BS: Idaho State University, 1963 
Major : Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Kenneth Farrer 
Coursework Substitute 
PALMER, ROSEMARY GUDMUNDSON 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Elementary Education 
Major Professor : Dr. Gail Johnson 
Thesis: Plan B 
PAYNE, EILEEN JUNE 
Sheboygan Falls , Wisconsin 
BS: Wartburg College, 1965 
Major: Elementary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Ronald Petrie 
Coursework Substitute 
PETERSEN, CHERYL KAYE 
Logandale, Nevada 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major : Instructional Media 
Major Professor: Dr . Lester C. Essig 
Thesis: Plan B 
POTTER, LAMAR FARNES 
Layton, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1967 
Major : Elementary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Malcolm Allred 
Coursework Substitute 
PRIOLLAUD, BYRDE HILL 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1967 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr. Elwin C. Nielsen 
Coursework Substitute 
QUINTERO, OSCAR H. 
San Francisco, California 
BA: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Sara Lyon James 
Thesis: Plan B 
RASMUSSEN, ALLEN BOYD 
Magna, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1967 
Major: Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Basil C. Hansen 
Thesis: Plan B 
REINWALD, TED FREDERICK 
Pinedale, Wyoming 
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BS: Oregon State University, 1963 
Major: Elementary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Jay Monson 
Thesis: Plan B 
RICE, RUTH J. 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1965 
Major: Instructional Media 
Major Professor: Professor Kathryn Gardner 
Coursework Substitute 
RIGBY, LAWRENCE KENT 
Driggs, Idaho 
BFA: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Sara Lyon James 
Thesis: Plan B 
RINGER, JOYCE M. 
Logan , Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1965 
Major: Instructional Media 
Major Professor: Dr. Duane Hedin 
Practicum 
ROCK, BRENT LE ROY 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
MS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Elementary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Jay Monson 
Thesis: Plan B 
SIDDOWAY, CLARK A. 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1966 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor : Dr . Richard S. Knight 
Thesis: Plan B 
SMITH, STEVEN D. 
Roy , Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Sara Lyon James 
Thesis: Plan B 
SOUTHWICK, BARBARA PAYNE MILNER 
Tremonton, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1961 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Dr. Michael R. Bertoch 
Thesis: Plan B 
STEWARD, ALLEN P. 
Logan, Utah 
BA: Brigham Young University, 1968 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Walter L. Saunders 
Thesis: Plan B 
STODDARD, PATTY LOU 
McCook, Nebraska 
BS: College of Idaho, 1962 
Major: lnstrudional Media 
Major Professor: Professor Kathryn Gardner 
Thesis: Plan B 
STUCKI, GEORGE C. 
St. George, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Physical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Lincoln McClellen 
Thesis: Plan B 
MASTER OF EDUCATION (Continued) 
TAYLOR, DAVID WAYNE 
Delta, Utah 
BS: Southern Utah State College, 1971 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Ted I varie 
Coursework Substitute 
TAYLOR, LEWIS RILEY 
Roy, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1966 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Ross Allen 
Thesis: Plan B 
THOMPSON, MARILYN E. LINDSAY 
Pocatello, Idaho 
BS: Idaho State University, 1969 
Major: Elementary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Malcom Allred 
Thesis: Plan B 
TINGEY, GE NIEL 
Paul, Idaho 
BS: Uta h State University, 1970 
Major: Instructional Media 
Major Professor: Professor Kathryn Gardner 
Coursewo rk Substitute 
UPWALL, CHRISTINE TROWBRIDGE 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
BS: Un~enhyofUtah, 1961 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Eldon Drake 
Coursework Substitute 
VAN AUSDAL, RICHARD DUANE 
Parowan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Harold Wallace 
Coursework Substitute 
WARGO, PAUL G. JR. 
Whittier , California 
BS: University of Arizona, 1968 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Knight 
Coursework Substitute 
WELBORN, SALLY LYNN 
North Manchester, Indiana 
BS: Manchester College, 1968 
Major: Instructional Media 
Major Professor: Dr. Don Smellie 
Practicum 
WELCH, PHYLLIS BINGHAM 
Tempe, Arizona 
BS: Utah State University, 1964 
Major: Special Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Dwayne Petersen 
Thesis: Plan B 
WEST, JAMES L. 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1966 
Major : Educational Administration 
Major Professor: Dr. Terrance Hatch 
Thesis: Plan B 
WHITE, NANCY JEAN 
Lincoln, Nebraska 
BS: University of Nebraska , 1970 
Major: Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Kenneth C. Farrer 
Coursework Substitute 
WILSON, LARRY R. 
Provo, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1960 
Major : Secondary Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Richard Knight 
Thesis: Plan B 
WINWARD, BRUCE WOODROW 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major : Elementary Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Malcom Allred 
Coursework Substitute 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
ALDRICH, JACK SAMUEL 
Nampa, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
ANGEL, ENRIQUE 
Pereira, Columbia 
BS: Universidad de Antioquia Colombia, 1968 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
BARBIERO, FRANKLIN EDWARD 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1971 
Major : Business Administration 
Major Professor : Dr. Eugene Kartchener 
Thesis: Plan B 
BLACKBURN, SPENCER (TIM) G. 
Cascade, Idaho 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1972 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
BRANDT, THOMAS JOHN 
Campbellsport, Wisconsin 
BS: Marquette University, 1970 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
BURN, RICHARD HUNT 
Libertyville, Illinois 
BS: University of Wisconsin, 1967 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued) 
COOPER, DAVID STEVENS 
Cedar City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
COTTLE, WALTER 8. 
Trenton, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1962 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
GAILEY, JOHN BISHOP 
Kaysville, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1970 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
HILTENBRAND, A.J. 
Naperville, Illinois 
BS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
HONG, YOUNG-CHUL 
Seoul, Korea 
BS: Yonsei University, Seoul, Korea, 1971 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
JOHNSEN, JERRY 8 . 
Garland , Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
JONES, RICHARD KEITH 
Bountiful, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1959 
Major: Business Administration 
Major Professor: Professor Lawrence C. Taylor 
Thesis: Plan 8 
JONES, ROGER CHARLES 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
KILGROW, JOSEPH H. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1963 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
KUMAR, BHASHAKARLA RAJENDER 
Hyderabad, India 
BS: New Science College, India, 1969 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
MC GREGOR, JAMES CURTIS 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
MEAD, HYRUM ANDERSON, JR. 
Rye, Colorado 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1971 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
MILLER, LUTHER J. 
West Palm Beach, Florida 
BS: University of Maryland, 1967 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
NOW AK, HENRY K. 
Perry, Utah 
BS: Wayne University, 1953 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
PARRISH, ALAN K. 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: Business Administration 
Major Professor: Professor Howard M. Carlisle 
Thesis: Plan B 
STUCKI, MARVIN A. 
Rexburg, Idaho 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1972 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
SUTTON, TERRY R. 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1970 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
WATSON, DENNIS RAY 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1971 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
YATES, GLEN A. 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1949 
Major: Business Administration 
Thesis: Business Report 
MASTER OF ACCOUNTING 
ARMSTRONG, JOSEPH R. 
Brigham City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major : Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
BRANDON, PETER JOHN 
Ely, Nevada 
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BS: University of Utah, 1968 
Major : Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
CASPERSON, MORRIS OWEN 
Preston , Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
COLE, RICHARD GARDNER 
Logan, Utah 
MBA: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
MASTER OF ACCOUNTING (Continued) 
COOK, DWIGHT D. 
Craig, Colorado 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor : Dr . Norman S. Cannon 
FAISAL, ABDULLAH MOHAMMED 
Riyad, Saudi Arabia 
BS: Riyad University, 1969 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
JOHNSON, CARL J. 
Orofino, Idaho 
BA: College of Idaho, 1968 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor : Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
JORGENSEN, WILLIAM ALAN 
Richland, Washington 
BA: Brigham Young University, 1970 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norma n S. Cannon 
MITCHELL, KEITH ALLEN 
Waukegan, Illinois 
BS: California Baptist College, 1970 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
MUMFORD, GARY GEORGE 
Huntsville, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1972 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
NORMAN, BRYANT REED 
Mt . Pleasant, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1970 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor : Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
PAUL, MERLIN GENE 
Elko, Nevada 
BS: Utah State University, 1959 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Frank A. Condie 
PIERCE, RICHARD W. 
Garland, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr . Norman S. Cannon 
PRESTWICH, MARENA PALMER 
Flagstaff , Arizona 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
SHIAO, HERMAN J . L. 
Taipei, Taiwan 
BS: National Taiwan Normal University, 1967 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr . Norman S. Cannon 
STEMKOSKI, MICHAEL JOHN 
Rome, New York 
BS: Syracuse University, 1969 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
TANSAVATDI, URA! 
Cholburi, Thailand 
BS: Thammasart University, 1970 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
TUDDENHAM, JOHN LYLE 
Nibley , Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1966 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
VON TRAPP, GEORGE EDWARD 
Adamsville, Rhode Island 
BA: Boston College, 1971 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
WANG, VICKY PAO-MEI 
Taipei, Taiwan 
BS: Tamkang University, 1970 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
WESTON, BECKY ANN 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr . Norman S. Cannon 
YUAN, FRANK SHIH-CHI 
Taipei, Taiwan 
BS: Fu-Jen University, 1970 
Major: Accounting 
Major Professor: Dr. Norman S. Cannon 
MASTER OF ARTS 
ADELMAN, GEORGE LEWIS 
Ft. Worth, Texas 
BA: University of Texas at Arlington, 1970 
Major: History 
Major Professor: Professor R. Edward Glatfelter 
Thesis: United States Policy Toward China From 
Earliest Relations to the Open Door Notes: 
A Continuity Approach 
ANDERSON, BRUCE WILLIAM 
Logan, Utah 
BA: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Political Science 
Major Professor: Dr. Wendell B. Anderson 
Thesis: A Political History of Nazi Germany's Foreign 
Policy in Turkey Through 1941, and its Origin 
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MASTER OF ARTS (Continued) 
ANDERSON, DENNIS CRAIG 
Logan, Utah 
BA: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Political Science 
Major Professor: Dr. William L. Furlong 
Thesis: Irrigation Water Management in Ecuador 
BARNES, THOMAS CHARLES 
Bountiful, Utah 
BA: Utah State University, 1968 
Major: History 
Major Professor: Dr. -Lucile Pratt 
Thesis: The Bolivian Press and Ernesto "Che" Guevara: 
November 7, 1966 - October 7, 1967 
BIRCH, TED L. 
Logan, Utah 
BA: Utah State University, 1971 
Major : Political Science 
Major Professor: Dr . William L. Furlong 
Thesis: Che Guevara: Profile of a Revolutionary 
DANILCHIK, NADYA 
Seattle, Washington 
BA: University of Washington, 1949 
Major: Political Science 
Major Professor: Professor Calvin W. Hilbner 
Thesis: The Role of Congressional Committees in the 
Passage of Peace Corps Legislation 
GREENWELL, SCOTT L. 
Ogden, Utah 
BA: Weber State College, 1970 
Major : History 
Major Professor : Dr. S. George Ellsworth 
Thesis : A History of the United States Army Corps 
of Topographical Engineers in Utah, 1843-1859 
JOHNSTON, CLAUDIA 
Elk Point, Alberta, Canada 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: English 
Major Professor : Professor J. Lynn Mortensen 
Thesis: Plan B 
KILSTROM, DENNIS RANDALL 
Missouri Valley, Iowa 
BA: University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1970 
Major: Psychology 
Major Professor: Professor Reed Morrill 
Thesis: Expressed Group Member Satisfaction and 
Measured Group Difference Between Trained and 
Untrained Group Members 
SCHARTON, MAURICE A. 
Brigham City, Utah 
BA: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: English 
Major Professor: Dr. Kenneth B. Hunsaker 
Thesis: Plan B 
SHAHANDEH, BEHZAD 
Tehran, Iran 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major Professor: Professor Robert A. Hoover 
Thesis: Non-Nuclear Wars in a Bi-Polar World 
SUAREZ, NICOMEDES 
Santa Ana, Beni, Boliva 
BS: University of Tampa, 1971 
Major: English 
Major Professor: Dr. H. B. Kulkarni 
Thesis: The Poetry of Robert Bly: Theory and 
Practice 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
ALLEN, JERRY DEAN 
Burley, Idaho 
BFA: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Theatre Arts 
Major Professor: Professor Floyd T. Morgan 
Thesis: A Portfolio of Theatrical Designs 
BLANKENSHIP, ERNEST STEPHEN 
Layton, Utah 
BS: Weber State College. 1967 
Major: Art 
Major Professor: Professor Marion R. Hyde 
Thesis: Bios-Requiem 
BROCKMAN, EARL FRANCIS 
Caldwell, Idaho 
BA: English Literature College of Idaho, 1952 
Major: Art 
Major Professor: Professor Ralph T. Clark 
Thesis: Color as the Aesthetic Medium of Photo-
graphy 
CROWTHER, TRAVIS D. 
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Ogden, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1970 
Major : Art 
Major Professor: Professor Larry Elsner 
Thesis: From Peacefulness to Anxiety in F'orm 
HASLAM, RICHARD PHILIP 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1952 
Major : Theatre Arts 
Major Professor: Professor Floyd T. Morgan 
Thesis: The Design and Technical Direction of the 
Musical Peter Pan 
JENSEN, SCOTT L. 
Sandy, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Theatre Arts 
Major Professor: Professor Sidney Perkes 
Thesis: Scenery and Lighting Designs for the 
Musical Production 1776 
NELSON, RAY WALTERS 
Springville, Utah 
BS: Southern Utah State College, 1968 
Major : Art 
Major Professor: Professor Ralph T. Clark 
Thesis: Oneness with Nature 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS (Continued) 
SMITH, JAMES W. 
Baltimore, Maryland 
BFA: Maryland Institute College, 1967 
Major: Art 
Major Professor: Professor Ralph T. Clark 
Thesis: Impressions From A Railyard 
TAGGART, EDWARD LOUIS 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1970 
Major: Art 
Major Professor: Professor Harrison Groutage 
Thesis: The Grand Tetons: 14 Paintings 
MASTER OF MATHEMATICS 
ADAMSON, LARRY GENE 
Estacada, Oregon 
BS: Portland State University, 1967 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
ANDERSON, ROY ALFRED 
Long Beach, California 
BS: Whittier College, 1949 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Professor Michael P. Windham 
ARMSTRONG, THOMAS W. JR. 
Carmichael, California 
BA: Sacramento State College, 1950 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
BARTON, GEORGE CLEO 
Murray, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1951 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr . Neville C. Hunsaker 
BASSETT, JOHN THOMAS 
Lincroft, New Jersey 
BS: Catholic University of America, 1969 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr . Neville C. Hunsaker 
BENSON, HARRY JOSEPH 
West Orange, New Jersey 
BA: Montclair State College, 1970 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Lawrence 0. Cannon 
BLAKELY, ROBERT GEORGE 
Tooele, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1959 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
CHAISURIY A, PA CHARA 
Bangkok, Thailand 
BS: Chiengmai University, 1971 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Professor Michael P. Windham 
CLOUTHIER, JOHN FRANCIS JR. 
Longmont, Colorado 
BEd: Keene State College, 1967 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
COOKE, HUGH MABEE 
Stockton, California 
BS: University of Nebraska , 1948 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
CREAGER, MAX B. 
Morgan, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1959 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
DA v1S, GERALD EDWARD 
Cortland, New York 
BS: State University of New York, 1960 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
DILLON, RELD L. 
Taylorsville, Utah 
BS: Brig ham Young University, 1964 
Major : Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
DOLL, CLARE ELIZABETH 
Denver, Colorado 
AB: Thomas More College, 1968 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor : Dr . Neville C. Hunsaker 
EVANS, DANIEL BOONE 
Springville, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1967 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
FAHL, PATRICIA ANN 
Greenville, Pennsylvania 
MS: Buffalo State University, 1969 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
FAHRNER, FULTON JAMES 
Melrose, Minnesota 
BA: St. John 's University, 1967 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
FRIEL, BERNICE MERLDENE 
Eureka, California 
AB: State University of New York, 1956 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
GRIFFIN, GEORGE RICE 
Rutland, Massachusetts 
MEd: Worchester State Teachers Cotlege, 1959 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
GRUBBS, ROBERT LEE 
Flint, Michigan 
BA: Eastern Michigan University, 1966 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
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MASTER OF MATHEMATICS (Continued) 
HARMS, JAMES D. 
Denison, Iowa 
BA: University of Northern Iowa, 1965 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
JAMES, DONALD KEITH 
Worland, Wyoming 
BA: University of Denver, 1962 
Major : Mathetics 
Major Professor : Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
JOHNSEN, DEAN BRENT 
Tremonton, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Professor Ernest E. Underwood 
KATIE, RICHARD JOHN 
Denver, Colorado 
BS: Indiana University, 1960 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
KELLY, TOM L. 
Mapleton, Minnesota 
BS: South Dakota State University, 1966 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
KLEINSCHMIDT, DUWAYNE ROBERT 
Wausau, Wisconsin 
BS: Wisconsin State University, 1965 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr . Neville C. Hunsaker 
KNUTSON, OLIVER RAY 
Garland, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1966 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Professor Ernest E. Underwood 
KOYKKA, JEAN HELEN 
Lunenburg, Massachusetts 
BS: University of Massachusetts, 1959 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
LEONARD, WESLEY EUGENE 
Moab, Utah 
AB: Western State College of Colorado, 1955 
Major : Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
LINCOLN, EDWARD LEON 
Lapeer, Michigan 
BS: Michigan State University, 1961 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
MARTIN, JANINE STELLA 
Sacramento, California 
BS: University of Maine, 1963 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
MC COY, RICHARD GALE 
Farmington, Michigan 
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AM: University of Michigan, 1963 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
MC EWEN, GORDON MERLE 
Portland, Oregon 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1952 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
MC KONE , FELICIA A. 
Hooksett, New Hampshire 
BA: Mt. St. Mary College, 1966 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
MC CLEAN, HOWARD PATRICK 
Phoenix, Arizona 
BS: Winona State College, 1949 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr . Neville C. Hunsaker 
MERKLEY, JOHN ALBIN 
Smithfield, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1967 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
NICHOLS, JAMES F. 
Quincy, Illinois 
BA: Culver-Stockton College, 1966 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
NICHOLLS, JOHN BARRON 
Stockton, California 
BS: University of the Pacific, 1962 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
PEARSON, DALE GILBERT 
St. Paul, Minnesota 
BS: Bethel College, 1964 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
PELLE, MICHAEL FRANCIS 
Stockbridge, Massachusetts 
BS: Western Connecticut State College, 1965 
Major : Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
PROFFITT, HERBERT N. 
Corbin, Kentucky 
BS: Cumberland College, 1963 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
QUATRINE, DENNIS ANGELO 
Clinton Township, Michigan 
BS: Wayne State University, 1969 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
ROOS, KENNETH J. 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
BS: St. John's University, 1960 
Major : Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
RUBICK, SYLVESTER LAWRENCE 
Manistique, Michigan 
BS: Michigan State University, 1963 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr . Neville C. Hunsaker 
MASTER OF MATHEMATICS (Continued) 
SHOCK, DUANE PAUL 
Provo, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1967 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
SKELTON, MARY JANE 
Pasco, Washington 
BS: Nazareth College, 1942 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr . Neville C. Hunsaker 
SMETHURST, JAMES LARRY 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1966 
Major : Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
SPENCER, EARL P. 
Bountiful , Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1962 
Major: Mathematics 
Majo r Professor : Dr. Nevill e C. Hunsaker 
STOVER, KATHY ANN ANDERSON 
Twin Falls, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Robert W. Gunderson 
TASHIMA, MINNIE M. 
West Covina, California 
BS: Indiana State University, 1969 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
TRUTZEL, ROBERT 
Kansas City, Missouri 
BS: Central Missouri State College, 1961 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
WEEDEN.DON 
Midvale, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1967 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
WHEAT, DALLAS L. 
Bowling Green, Kentucky 
MA: Western Kentucky University, 1964 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
WILSON , ROGER R 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1966 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor : Dr. Neville C. Hunsaker 
ZIMMERMAN, JOSEPH THOMAS 
Des Moines, Iowa 
BA: Conception Seminary, 1963 
Major: Mathematics 
Major Professor: Dr . Neville C. Hunsaker 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
CHEN, SHENG-TIEN 
Taipei, Taiwan 
BS: Cheng-Kung University, 1970 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Professor Vance T . Christiansen 
CONTRERAS, FIDEL ALFONSO 
Merida , Venezuela 
BS: Universidad La Gran Colombia, 1964 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Fred W. Keifer 
DAVIS, CLAIR S. 
Clifton, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Professor David A. Burt 
DESAI, KISHOR BALLUBHAI 
Suaat, India 
BS: South Gujrat University Surat, India, 1969 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Elliot Rich 
DHARIA, PANKAJKUMAR PUNAMCHAND 
Bombay, India 
BS: University of Bombay, 1971 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. W. 0. Carter 
GLINES, REECE L. 
American Fork, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1957 
Major: Manufacturing Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Donald R. Skudstad 
HAGHA YEGHI, MEHDI 
Tehran, Iran 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Professor Vance T. Christiansen 
HANSEN, CONLY L. 
East Garland, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1971 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. J . C. Batty 
HEDVAT, NEJAT OLLAH 
Tehran, Iran 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Professor Vance T. Christiansen 
HOLBROOK, DAVID L. 
North Ogden, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1968 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Professor Vance T. Christiansen 
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MASTER OF ENGINEERING (Continued) 
INDRATANEE, SOMNUK 
Thonburi, Thailand 
BS: Kasetsart University, 1965 
Major: Agricultural and Irrigation Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Komain Unhanand 
LEE, JOHN CHUNG-SHAN 
Taipei, Taiwan 
BS: National Chiao-Tung University, 1970 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Ronald L. Thurgood 
MENDOZA, FLORIMOND JERRY OLIVA 
Baguio, Phillipines 
BS: Mapua Institute of Technology, 1963 
Major: Manufacturing Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl Spear 
NARAYANAN, RANGESAN 
Madras, India 
BS: University of Madras, 1971 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major: Professor: Dr. Ronald L. Thurgood 
NARULA, INDERJIT SINGH 
Chandigarh, India , 
BE: B.I.T.S., India, 1971 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Russell M. Holdredge 
NHAN, VI-CO STANLEY 
Kwang-Ton, China 
BS: Cheng -Kung University, 1966 
Major: Manufacturing Engineering 
Major Professor : Dr. Carl D. Spear 
PENSIRIPUN, PRAMOTE 
Bangkok, Thailand 
BS: Chulalongkorn University, 1964 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineer!n~ 
Major Professor: Professor Vance T . Christiansen 
RUNGRATTHANAKORN, SUKIT 
Thonburi, Thailand 
BS: Far Eastern University, 1970 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Elliot Rich 
SHAH, KIRT! M. 
Bombay, India 
BS: Bombay University, 1971 
Major: Electrical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Ronald L. Thurgood 
TANG, ROBIN KANG-LING 
Nanking, China . 
BS: Chung-Yuan Christian College of Science and Engi-
neering, 1969 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineer!n~ 
Major Professor: Professor Vance T. Chr1st1ansen 
THORNLEY, PAUL DEE 
Smithfield, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Mechanical Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Russell M. Holdredge 
VERHELST-BERROCAL, CARLOS MANUEL 
Cartagena, Colombia 
BS: Indiana Institute of Technology, 1970 
Major: Manufacturing Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl D. Spear 
WADDOUPS, ARNOLD ARLO 
Darlington, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1966 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Gordon H. Flammer 
WHITELAW, CHERYL SUNADA 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Major Professor: Dr. Gordon H. Flammer 
MASTER OF FORESTRY 
CHOW, KAI-CHEUNG 
Hong Kong 
BS: Hong Kong Baptist College, 1969 
Major Forestry 
Major Professor: Dr . George E. Hart 
WELLS, RICHARD Jo'RANKLIN 
Mission Hills, Kansas 
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BS: Westminster College, Missouri, 1967 
Major: Forestry 
Major Professor : Dr . Ronald M. Larmer 
WOOD, DONALD BRENT 
Ogden, Utah 
BS: University of Utah, 1967 
Major: Forestry 
Major Professor: Dr. Perry Brown 
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
BROOKSBY, WAYNE J. 
Sandy, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1960 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Austin G. Loveless 
FULLMER, JERRY HOW ARD 
Midvale, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1970 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Austin G. Loveless 
GOODRIDGE, JOHN HAMILTON 
Grantsville, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1969 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Austin G. Loveless 
LEWIS, GLEN LUNCEFORD 
Duchesne, Utah 
BS: Brigham Young University, 1958 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Austin G. Loveless 
MAGLEBY, CLARK RULON 
Cedar City, Utah 
BS: Southern Utah State College, 1969 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr . Austin G. Loveless 
THAIN, GEORGE JAE 
Benson, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1960 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Carl R. Wallis 
TROM, JOHN L. 
Ventura, California 
BS: San Jose State, 1971 
Major: Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Austin G. Loveless 
WISER, JAMES GORDON 
Logan, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1956 
Major : Industrial and Technical Education 
Major Professor: Dr. Neill C. Slack 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES 
ALEXOPOULOS, DEMETRIOS IOANNIS 
Athens, Greece 
BS: University of Agriculturale Schoole, Greece, 1951 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Lynn H. Davis 
HUBBARD, CRAIG W. 
Bonners Ferry, Idaho 
BS: Utah State University, 1969 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Professor Paul R. Grimshaw 
MEYER, RANDOLPH JACK 
Northridge, California 
BA: San Fernando Valley State, 1971 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. E. Boyd Wennergren 
SHUSUWAN, THONGCHAI 
Chiengmai, Thailand 
BA: Chiengmai University, 1969 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Roice H. Anderson 
SNE LL, ROBERT 
Newton, Utah 
BS: Sacramento State, 1970 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Lynn H. Davis 
WILLIS, CLARK 
Laketown, Utah 
BS: Utah State University, 1972 
Major: Agricultural Economics 
Major Professor: Dr. Roice H. Anderson 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
GIBSON, SARALYN MARIE 
Seattle, Washington 
BA: University of Washington, 1963 
Major: Music 
Major Professor: Professor Irving Wassermann 
Thesis: Plan B 
PATTERSON, FAE 
Roy, Utah 
BS: Weber State College, 1969 
Major: Music 
Major Professor: Dr. Dean Madsen 
Thesis: Plan B 
RICH, DANIEL C. 
Bountiful, Utah 
MA: Penn State University, 1968 
Major: Music 
Major Professor: Dr. Alvin Wardle 
Thesis: Plan B 
STARKS, EARL LYNN 
Pavillion, Wyoming 
BA: University of Wyoming, 1963 
Major: Music 
Major Professor: Dr. William H. Ramsey 
Thesis: Plan B 
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MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
FICKES , ROGER PAUL 
Bedford, Pennsylvania 
BS: Penn State University, 1970 
Major: Landscape Architecture 
Major Professor: Professor Gerald L. Smith 
Thesis : Environmental Criteria to Aid Developers 
in Site Evaluation for Small Scale Residential De-
velopments in Cache County, Utah 
JEAN , MAW-SHYONG 
Taiwan, Republic of China 
BS: Cheng-Kung University, 1965 
Major: Landscape Architecture 
Major Professor: Professor Vern J. Budge 
Thesis : A Review of Communial Renewal Districts 
with Possible Applications to Logan, Utah 
WELBORN, MICHAEL RON 
North Manchester, Indiana 
BS: Manchester College, 1967 
Major: Landscape Architecture 
Major Professor: Professor Vern J . Budge 
Thesis: A Study of the P.U.D. Concept and its 
Design Application 
MASTER OF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
BINGHAM, VER NON ARCH 
Brigham City , Utah 
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BS: College of Idaho, 1953 
Major Professor: Dr . L. Grant Reese 
Thesis: Plan B 
MECHAM, JAMES WAYNE 
Bliss, Idaho 
BS: University of Utah, 1959 
Major Professor: Dr. Douglas Alder 
Thesis: Plan B 
UTAH STATE BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
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I 
HAT I WOULD HOPE for this University is that it 
would become widely known as a place where great teach-
ing is emphasized and where a student, working within an 
intellectual environment, may come to know the marvelous 
victories that can come from free mind alone; that it would lead out in 
producing a wiser and more competent leadership that can assist 
in giving direction to the development of Utah's culture in all its 
phases, and that a hallmark of excellence be stamped on all that 
the University does. 
PRESIDENT GLEN L. TAGGART 
March 7, 1969 
ALMA MATER HYMN 
Composed by Theodore M. Burton 
Across the quad at eventide the shadows softly fall, 
The tower of Old Main appears and peace rests 
over all. 
The lighted "A" upon the hill stands out against the 
blue; 
Oh, Alma Mater, Utah State, my heart sings out to you. 
And through the years as time rolls on and student 
friendships grow, 
We'll ne'er forget the joys we had, those days we 
used to know, 
Thy mem'ries ever will be new, thy friends be 
ever true . 
Oh, Alma Mater, Utah State, my heart sings out 
to you. 
